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Agenda Item 3

DURHAM COUNTY COUNCIL
AREA PLANNING COMMITTEE (NORTH)
At a Meeting of the Area Planning Committee (North) held in the Council
Chamber, County Hall, Durham on Tuesday 28 September 2021 at 9.30 am

Present:
Councillor M McGaun (Chair)
Members of the Committee:
Councillors B Bainbridge, G Binney, L Brown, K Earley, J Griffiths, E Peeke,
J Purvis, J Quinn, A Watson (Vice-Chair) and S Wilson

Also Present:
Councillors C Bell, J Nicholson and D Oliver

1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors J Blakey, M Currah
and C Marshall.

2

Substitute Members
There were no substitute Members.

3

Minutes
The Minutes of the meeting held on 15 June 2021 were agreed as a correct
record and were signed by the Chair.

4

Declarations of Interest
Councillor G Binney explained that he had requested that planning
application numbered DM/21/02577/FPA in respect of land opposite ‘The
Waggon Inn’, West Road, Tantobie be brought to Committee but that he had
not yet formed an opinion on the application and would participate in the
discussion and voting.
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5

Applications to be determined by the Area Planning Committee
(North Durham)
a

DM/21/02577/FPA - Land Opposite 'The Waggon Inn, West
Road, Tantobie, DH9 9SL

The Committee considered a report of the Senior Planning Officer which
sought approval of the construction of 9no. residential dwellings (Use Class
C3) with associated access and landscaping works in respect of land
opposite The Waggon Inn, West Road, Tantobie (for copy see file of
Minutes).
The Senior Planning Officer provided a detailed presentation of the
application which included a site plan, site photographs and the existing and
proposed layout. Members had visited the site the previous day.
Rachel Gladstone-Heighton addressed the Committee on behalf of the
Residents Association. Members were referred to their letter of objection
which raised many material considerations and policy matters which would
have been impossible to condense into the Committee report.
Whether the application should be considered against Policy 6 or Policy 10 of
the County Durham Plan was a matter of opinion. Officers had acknowledged
that there was a judgement to be made on this issue and the Residents
Association challenged the reason behind the decision to assess the
proposal against Policy 6, especially given that the site was deemed to be
countryside in a previous planning application.
Residents considered that the judgement on whether the site related to the
existing settlement was largely based on nearby properties which had been
built very recently and did not take into account the open space to the east
and south of the site. Members were referred to an on-screen plan which
showed the most recently built properties by the applicant and developer who
had then used these to make a further case for development into the
countryside and to conjoin the small cluster of houses on the south of the site
to the village of White-le-Head. This would have an enormous impact on its
character. Residents had purchased their homes in what looked and felt like
a hamlet with widely spaced properties, large gardens and open spaces.
The visual amenity of the site would be greatly compromised and the
expansive public views from West Road would be blocked. The report used
the history of the site as a reason to consider this application against Policy
6. As acknowledged in the Committee report the site was greenfield given
the significant amount of time that had passed. The Residents Association
believed that assessment against Policy 6 and the issue of conjoining should
not be based on the site and surroundings many years ago.
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Referring to Policy 6 against which the application had been assessed
Rachel Gladstone-Heighton stated that residents believed that it fell short of
paragraphs 6(b),(c),(d), and (i).
The Landscape Officer had stated in the report that the proposals would
cause harm to the local landscape and it was unlikely that this could be
reduced other than through substantial design changes or additional
mitigation. Policy 39 was therefore relevant.
The County Ecologist gave advice based upon the reports by OS Ecology
which they admitted were limited due to the time they took place and she
believed that they may have come to a different conclusion had they had the
local knowledge highlighted in the Residents Association’s letter, which
included the priority species listed in the on-screen presentation. The clump
of trees to the south of the site was home to priority species and would face
harm or destruction due to the routing of the sewer line and the proximity of
the foundations of Plot 4, upon which the roots would encroach.
In accordance with NPPF paragraph 182, because a priority habitat would be
completely destroyed there could be no presumption in favour of sustainable
development. The on-screen presentation also showed other relevant NPPF
policies relating to priority habitats and ecological considerations which
showed that a priority habitat should only be destroyed when a development
was very much needed. Only then should financial mitigation be considered,
and only as a last resort.
There were many objectors to this development and a petition of over 120
signatures which showed that this development was neither needed or
wanted. The average salary in the area was £26,000; locals could not afford
these houses. The County Durham Plan supporting documents included the
Strategic Housing Market assessment which stated that the annual housing
need for four bedroomed homes in County Durham was -4. This
development contained six. There was no legitimate justification to destroy a
priority habitat, impact on priority species and potentially a SSSI impact zone
for a development that was demonstrably not needed. Paying to mitigate
here would be against the spirit and wording of the various policies and a
slap in the face to sustainability and forward thinking. Policy framework
should guide the decision-making process alongside common sense.
Residents asked what would be the best use of this land; as a valued
landscape, natural capital, a rare priority habitat in the impact zone of an
SSSI and in good condition which was rare for this type of habitat; or as a
development of densely packed, expensive, under-occupied homes that
would destroy the character of the area, negatively affect the community and
only benefit the landowner and developer.
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Mark Ketley, Agent addressed the Committee on behalf of the applicant Mr
Forster. The application before members was the culmination of nine
months of working closely with Planning Officers and other Officers
throughout the application process. There had been various design iterations
to ultimately arrive at the scheme before Members, and the recommendation
for approval.
Mark Ketley addressed the key points within the report and the objectors’
representations, and the fundamental starting point was whether the
application fell within Policy 6 or Policy 10 of the County Durham Plan. Policy
6 allowed development to take place both within and on the edge of
settlements provided it related well in physical and functional terms to the
existing settlement. The site could not be considered to fall in the open
countryside and therefore Members were duty bound to consider it against
Policy 6. Paragraph 80 of the report stated why the site formed part of the
settlement, which could be seen on the aerial photograph, and which showed
that the site was surrounded on three sides by existing development.
The site was also a sustainable location for new housing. It had excellent
access to services and facilities, and two bus stops immediately to the north
east corner of the site, which offered excellent transport links not only to the
wider area of County Durham, but also the Tyneside conurbation, and the
employment opportunities and services that offered.
In terms of design they had worked closely with Officers to produce a high
quality scheme. Forric had a proven track record of delivering a high quality
housing product across the County and in White-le-Head, and most recently
in Witton Gilbert. The scheme was innovative, respected local character and
the urban fringe settlement, and created a strong frontage to the street
scene, particularly on the properties that faced out, whilst also maintaining
residential amenity of the properties opposite.
The scheme was deemed to be acceptable in highway terms, the entrance
was from a 30mph road, the access was compliant with the Council’s
standards, and there was an over-provision of car parking which should
prevent any on-street parking. The Highways Authority had confirmed that it
had no objections subject to conditions.
Referring to the ecological issues raised by the objectors, the reference to
the destruction of priority habitat needed further exploration in their view. The
objectors had referred to it as a lowland meadow priority habitat. The views
of their ecological consultant was that it failed to meet the criteria and this
was supported by the County’s Ecology Officer. Notwithstanding this the
applicant was committed to ensuring ecological enhancement through bio-
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diversity net gain contributions and open space contributions through a
Section 106 Agreement.
Overall, sustainable development would be achieved in social, economic and
environmental terms. The scheme was entirely compliant with all relevant
national and local plan policies and would deliver high quality housing in a
part of the County which needed it in response to the economic profile of the
area.
The Senior Planning Officer responded to the representations made. In terms
of the comments that the site was within the buffer zones of SSSIs, he
explained that these were zones which radiated out from the SSSIs, and the
likely impact of development on these was a consideration. The two nearest
SSSIs were 2 and 2.4 miles away so were not in the immediate vicinity but in
the extended zone of influence.
Secondly there was a need for a strong edge of settlement here and part of
the reason that the planting and screening on site was considered to be
acceptable was that the existing planting on the other side of the bridleway
screened the site entirely, as was seen on the site visit. Planning Officers
considered that the necessary screening to meet the Landscape Officers
requirements was already in place.
Councillor Simon Wilson stated that he could understand the confliction
between the argument that the site was in open countryside and Policy 6. To
the north was a recent development and to the east was the existing
settlement. He considered that Policy 6 was relevant. The development
would not extend any settlement boundary because of the development to
the north, east and south of it. He was therefore minded to agree with the
recommendation subject to clarification with regard to the ecology survey. He
noted that there had been no concerns raised but that a survey had been
limited. The Senior Planning Officer clarified that surveys were carried out at
different times of the year, and if they were not carried out at the relevant
time for a particular species they were deemed to be limited. If the County
Ecologist had considered that he did not have sufficient information upon
which to make a conclusion he would have requested that the application be
put on hold for a further survey.
Councillor Liz Brown stated that having looked at the aerial photograph it
would appear that Policy 6 was relevant. However having visited the site she
noted how green the location was and considered that the application should
be considered against Policy 10, paragraphs 10(m), (n), and (r).
The Senior Planning Officer replied that Policy 6 looked at urban fringe
development and Policy 10 related to open countryside, which looked at
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factors such as agricultural implications. This site was associated with a
settlement.
Councillor Kevin Earley stated that he was familiar with the site and struggled
to consider it as urban fringe. The Member asked how the determination was
made between what was open countryside and what was considered urban
fringe. If it was the case that urban fringe meant that development could be
within the proximity of other buildings then development could take place
almost anywhere in the County. He was also against the loss of open space
within villages as it had a detrimental impact on character. Councillor Earley
also noted that applications for the site had been refused previously and
acknowledged that planning policy framework had changed.
Councillor Joe Quinn asked the developer to clarify the price ranges of the
proposed properties and if the applicant believed that residents would be
able to afford them.
Tom Forster, the applicant, stated that they had looked at properties that
were appropriately sized for the area. The properties would be priced at just
under £200,000 to make sure that they were well-priced for families in the
area. They would not be large family homes, they would be good-sized three
to four bedroomed properties.
Councillor Alex Watson stated that the site visit had been valuable. He knew
the area and did not consider that the proposed development was
development in the open countryside but an extension of the village. The
recent new-builds were of high quality and he believed the development
would be good for the area. The site was a grazing area, not a recreation
area and he did not consider the development would be of any damage to
the village at all. He seconded the application subject to the Legal Agreement
for mitigation payments and to the conditions outlined in the report.
Councillor Brown stated that having heard Councillor Wilson and Councillor
Watson’s views, if the Committee was minded to approve the application,
she asked that a construction plan be added to the conditions. She had
noted the objectors’ comments about parking and considered that
construction traffic could add to that.
Councillor Wilson agreed the importance of a construction plan and moved
that the application be approved subject to an additional condition requiring a
construction plan. The wording of the condition to be agreed by Officers in
consultation with the Chair of the Committee.
The Officer recommendation for approval having been moved by Councillor
Simon Wilson and seconded by Councillor Alex Watson, a vote was taken
and it was:
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RESOLVED:
That the application be approved subject to:
a) the applicant securing a legal agreement for mitigation payments of
£15,651 for open space and £13,727 for ecology;
b) the conditions outlined in the report;
c) an additional condition requiring the inclusion of a Construction
Management Plan. The wording of the condition to be agreed by
Planning Officers in consultation with the Chair of the Committee.
At this point the Chair informed Members of a change in the order of
business. The remaining items would be considered in the order 5c, 5d, 5e
and 5b.

c

DM/21/02574/RM - Plot 12 The Pastures, Lanchester, Durham,
DH7 0BT

The Committee considered a report of the Senior Planning Officer which
sought approval of reserved matters consisting appearance, landscaping,
layout and scale in respect of Plot 12, The Pastures, Lanchester (for copy
see file of Minutes).
The Senior Planning Officer provided a detailed presentation of the
application which included a site plan, site photographs and the proposed
layout. Members had visited the site the previous day.
Parish Councillor David Friesner addressed the Committee on behalf of
Lanchester Parish Council. He explained that the Parish Council objected to
the application on several material grounds, as stated in their letter of
objection. Their objections were focused upon three main areas; the
Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan, the planning appeal decision of 2017 and
the Residential Amenities Standards of 2020.
This area was especially sensitive since an extension to the original
settlement boundary was made on appeal. The original edge comprised of a
mature development of modest, well-spaced single storey bungalows which
respected and blended into their setting and rural character. There were
several dwellings to be built along the inner edge of the plot.
The Neighbourhood Plan had taken several years to complete in order to
understand the needs and development opportunities of the village. The
policies in the Neighbourhood Plan should be given significant weight in
determining this application. The application was contrary to Policy LNP 2
which concerned the design of new development. The development did not
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meet four of the five criteria set out in the Policy; a, b, c and e. The
development would not reflect the rural setting and did not reflect the existing
settlement pattern. The Paddock comprised of completely single-storey
bungalows with significant space between dwellings. The development did
not meet several aspects of design guidance as detailed in LNP 2 e to do
with modest scale, cohesive character, being in harmony, sensitive to local
character, and well-integrated.
With regard to the appeal decision, the Parish Council’s view was further
reinforced by statements made by the Inspector. Contrary to the Inspector’s
statement this large, imposing development would cause an unacceptable
loss of privacy and harm to the amenity of existing residents.
Referring to the County Durham Residential Amenity Standards, Councillor
Friesner stated that the development was contrary to the Council’s own
supplementary planning document, in particular sections 2.1, 3.1, 3.6 and
3.7. The Parish Council maintained that existing residents would be seriously
affected, a view shared by local residents and Durham County Councillors.
The size, scale, setting, density and character of the development in this very
rural part of the Parish and County was not appropriate and would have a
significant adverse impact.
He urged the Committee to give weight and significance to the Lanchester
Neighbourhood Plan, all of the associated adverse impacts and refuse the
application.
Local Member Councillor Doug Oliver addressed the Committee. Councillor
Oliver stated that he shared many of the concerns raised by the Parish
Council. He spoke as both a local resident and local member for Lanchester.
He lived a short walk from the site and wanted to articulate both his own
impression of the development and the deep and widespread concerns of
residents. Lanchester was a very vibrant village; he recognised that the
village was popular and required expansion, however like many residents he
did not feel that this specific application matched needs and the existing built
environment, particularly because of its size and dominance. The application
for Plot 12 should therefore be rejected. He had received a large number of
complaints from residents in the street and The Paddock. Thirteen objections
had been received by the Council, including from seven neighbouring
properties within this very small cul-de-sac. He had also spoken to the
Campaign for the Protection of Rural Lanchester and the Parish Council.
Despite Officer assurances in the report, residents rightly remained
concerned. Having met with residents on a series of visits he had been
struck by the sincerity of their concerns and the apparent unanimity of them.
Their specific concerns related to scale and design. The designs proposed
were far bigger than those previously occupied properties in The Paddock
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which were limited to single-storey by restrictive covenant. Those proposed
were two storey in height and therefore not in keeping with existing
properties. This was of particular concern as it was at the edge of the village
facing into the countryside.
The existing houses in The Paddock had large gardens which was
appropriate for a rural location. In contrast these plots would be densely
filled; 36% of the site would be filled as opposed to 25% in the outline
application. The immensity of the proposals contravened the Council’s
Residential Amenity Standards and the design section of the Lanchester
Neighbourhood Plan. Residents considered the development to be oversized and out of sympathy.
A further concern related to privacy based on size, and the slope the
pastures were built on, 1.9m above The Paddock.
Other concerns related to loss of trees, flood risk and extra road traffic
generated by the proposed development. There was already a TPO on site
and the trees were a vital community and environmental amenity. Flooding
was a significant risk in the village and there were concerns that the paving
proposed would increase the risk of water run-off and flooding.
In conclusion, in terms of scale, privacy, loss of trees and flood risk residents
had identified significant material grounds for refusal of the application and to
re-examine the proposals. Whilst he spoke with concern he was optimistic
that this excellent site could be re-considered by developers with a more
modest and practical proposal. As with The Paddock this was an excellent
location for bungalow dwellings and new homes which residents would
support, and he was confident this aim could be achieved.
Emma Harvey addressed the Committee in objection to the application.
Although the site looked to be some distance from her home her family still
felt that it would be impacted by the development. They were currently lucky
to have an open aspect to the rear of their property with much light, sense of
space and privacy. These amenities would be lost if the proposed
development went ahead. The applicant had referred to the overlooked part
of her property as a side garden and felt that this had been done to give the
impression that it was of little or no importance. She was sure that when
Members had visited their property as part of the site visit they would have
seen that it was more than a side or secondary garden but a well-used
garden that would be over-looked and over-shadowed by the proposed
development.
The band of scots pine trees had also been referred to in the applicant’s
statement giving the impression that the development site was shielded by
the trees and would not be seen. This was not correct as Members would
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have seen from their property. She acknowledged that the trees formed a
distinctive boundary but would not conceal the proposed development and to
suggest this was misleading.
The proposed house would be on view from their living room window, would
overlook their garden and reduce light to their property. She also noted that it
had been said that they had only lived in the property for one year; this was
irrelevant and they were still entitled to privacy. The applicant had made
reference to their occupation and that they wished to make a family home in
the area. Emma Harvey stated that she had a young family and also ran a
business in the local area but would not consider that job titles or a desire to
build would give her family the right to impact upon another family’s right to
privacy.
Siobhan McMahon, the Agent addressed the Committee on behalf of the
applicant. The scheme had gone through pre-application advice and the
design had been developed to be in keeping with the site. She appreciated
that this site was in a sensitive area but it was the overall development that
was sensitive, and each plot should be recognised as being individual. Plot
12 was at the very top western boundary of the site and had been designed
to sit within The Pastures development; it was not part of The Paddock
development but ran alongside it.
The objections were often delivered as part of the overall development
scheme but she asked that this be considered as an individual plot to sit in
keeping with The Pastures and the neighbourhood. Where scale, design and
mass was referred to, it was referred back to No. 8 The Paddock. The
adjoining plots were Plot No. 11 which was already built, and what would be
Plot 14. Plot 12 had therefore been designed to respect floor levels,
topography and aspect in relation to Plots 11 and 14, whilst also taking into
consideration Plot 8 of The Paddock.
The objections referred to the impact on the surrounding neighbourhood but
the surrounding neighbourhood of Plot 12 was The Pastures. She
acknowledged that Plot 8 of The Paddock was across from Plot 12, but the
main dwelling was angled away. The living room of Plot 8 had been granted
planning permission for a garage and fitness suite but had been
subsequently converted.
Plot 12 had been designed to give a softer approach to Plot 8. The
development’s aspect looked across to agricultural land and towards the fort,
and the whole of the main living areas looked west. The windows had been
designed to avoid overlooking to Plots 11, 14 and 8. The constraints of the
site level had also been taken into account and the restriction of the turning
head, so there was a limit as to where the property could be constructed.
Parking had to be accommodated on the site.
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The distance from the gable of Plot 12 to Plot 8 was over 21m. The distances
to Plots 11 and 14 also exceeded 21m.
In conclusion, Siobhon McMahon stated that the scale of the property had
been designed to be in keeping with The Pastures development and had also
considered the relationship to Plot 9 of The Paddock and The Middlewood
Road development which had a similar make-up of bungalows and 2/3 storey
development on higher ground. The relationship of this development should
be considered against The Paddock, The Pastures and Middlewood Road as
a whole rather than assessed against one resident, one dwelling and one
plot.
The Senior Planning Officer responded to the representations made. He
noted the reference to the 25% limit on development within the plot, and
advised that this had not been included within the Inspector’s decision as a
restriction.
He continued that Officers had considered the application against both the
Council’s Local Plan Policy and the Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan,
particularly in terms of scale and appropriateness, balanced against the
Government’s advice on self-builds. Of the 23 properties that used to be in
this rectangular area of the village, only The Paddock included single-storey
dwellings. It was relevant that not only had Planning Policy changed but also
the physical environment. The development was neighbouring the single and
two storey properties that had already been built in The Pastures. The scale
of those properties in The Pastures was relevant to what was being
proposed, as were the properties on Ford Road at the bottom end of the site.
The properties surrounding The Paddock were 1960’s shallow pitched roof,
two storey dwellings. The approach to The Paddock was mostly bungalows
but higher up the slope there were two storey properties. There were singlestorey properties in The Pastures but surrounding The Pastures were two
storey dwellings, some of which were recently built.
Councillor Alex Watson stated that the site visit had been invaluable. He
accepted that this development ran alongside the site but that the buildings
already there were large. This development was within Policy Framework as
it had evolved significantly from the granting of outline consent and Officers
had sought to give this appropriate weight, whilst also meeting legal
requirements.
The opinions expressed against the proposal had been considered and been
given due regard but ultimately trying to impose additional restrictions on
development not intended by the Planning Inspector were not considered
sustainable reasons for refusal. He did not believe that there would be any
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infringement on privacy, given the build that was already there. Councillor
Watson moved approval of the application.
Councillor Liz Brown seconded approval of the application. The application
was consistent with planning policy and she did not consider that it
overlooked the bungalow.
Upon a vote being taken it was RESOLVED:
That the application be approved subject to the conditions outlined in the
report.

d

DM/21/02516/RM - 15 The Pastures (Plot 14), Lanchester,
Durham, DH7 0BT

The Committee considered a report of the Senior Planning Officer which
sought approval of reserved matters consisting appearance, landscaping,
layout and scale in respect of 15 The Pastures (Plot 14), Lanchester (for
copy see file of Minutes).
The Senior Planning Officer provided a detailed presentation of the
application which included a site plan, site photographs and the existing and
proposed layout. Members had visited the site the previous day.
Councillor David Friesner addressed the Committee. He was aware that
each application would be determined on its individual merits. His
presentation was largely the same as delivered for Plot 12 The Pastures and
in the Parish Council’s letter of objection. With the agreement of the
Committee, rather than repeating his presentation he would make additional
observations. The Parish Council noted that there would be three very large
dwellings adjoining one mature well-spaced dwelling in a rural setting. The
Parish Council believed that space and density was relevant in this instance.
In addition the village contained a comprehensive mix of bungalows and
other dwellings in most areas, including the area referred to by the Planning
Officer between Cadger Bank and Ford Road. Speakers had spoken about
one plot only and it had been said that the application should be determined
on its merits, yet the Senior Planning Officer had referred to a quarter of the
village which he did not think was relevant.
Councillor Douglas Oliver addressed the Committee. As with the Parish
Councillor he did not intend to repeat his presentation as there were
similarities but a particular concern with this property was the proximity to no.
8 and the impact that would have in terms of scale and design, and the
sense of claustrophobia this could create on existing properties. A dozen
further objections had been received in relation to this application. He echoed
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points that Councillor Friesner had made in terms of the specific rural
environment, right on the edge of the village, and he did not feel it would be
in keeping with the scale and density of development you would expect in
this rural location. Having spoken to a number of residents there was
concern about the integration of the build into the natural setting. He was
concerned that it contravened aspects of the Inspector’s report from 2017.
He felt that there were more positive solutions for this location which he
hoped could be considered.
Emma Harvey addressed the Committee and stated that on the site visit
Members would have seen the close proximity and scale of the proposed
development which was closer than the previous application. This would
undoubtedly cause a loss of privacy and loss of light and amenity as their
outlook would be greatly altered. Loss of privacy was their greatest concern.
The large scale of the house as well as there being no barrier to overlooking
from the upper floor into the rear of their property, and the privacy of their two
rear bedrooms, one of which was occupied by their youngest daughter,
would be greatly compromised. Light entering these rooms would be greatly
reduced. Although the trees formed a boundary, they were not obstructive at
lower levels and did not interfere with light. The construction of a solid
building behind these would block out any light previously available from this
angle. Also due to the open aspect of their property all of the rear garden
would be overlooked, there would be no area where they would feel private.
Both the lawned and decked areas would be in full view of the proposed
dwelling which they felt would leave them exposed. She acknowledged that
there was a natural tree boundary but this would do little to obscure the view
of the proposed house as the tree canopy was high, giving both the
occupants of Plot 14 and her family a clear view of each other’s houses.
Mr Hall, the Applicant confirmed that he had nothing to add.
Councillor Beaty Bainbridge noted that the veranda around the bungalow
was about four feet off the ground, and therefore the rear windows of Plot 14
would intrude on the property.
Councillor Simon Wilson asked about the cumulative impact on plot 8 as a
result of the previous application being granted, in terms of loss of privacy
and overlooking.
The Senior Planning Officer responded that this was relevant but it was
difficult when the proposals for plot 13 were not presented. The site visit was
invaluable to consider the impact and complex relationships in terms of size
and levels between all the plots but it was important to stress that each
application should be considered on its merits, whilst taking care that the
implications for the surrounding properties were reflected.
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Councillor Wilson further asked if a condition would be included which would
limit the ability to extend up to 50% of the garden. The Senior Planning
Officer confirmed that the removal of permitted development rights was
included as a condition.
Councillor Liz Brown stated that she was unhappy with the proposals; she
noted that the scale had been reduced but did not think it had been reduced
enough. She felt that the development was contrary to Policy 31 of the
County Durham Plan and also to the Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan Policy
2, as it would be visually dominant, cause loss of light and was not in scale
with any of the other properties. The massing was too big.
Councillor Alex Watson stated that this application had outline planning
permission and the Senior Planning Officer had addressed all the issues
raised. There was an agreement with the developer to ensure that there was
no loss of light or infringement of privacy and he was satisfied with the
Officer’s recommendation. Councillor Watson moved approval of the
application.
Councillor Wilson seconded the motion to approve the application. He was
satisfied that the removal of permitted development rights would give the
Planning Authority control over any further extensions into the plot, and he
hoped that an application for Plot 13 would be brought to Committee for
consideration.
Upon a vote being taken the motion was lost.
Councillor Brown moved that the application be refused on the grounds of
Policies 29 and 31 of the County Durham Plan, and Policy LNP 2 of
Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan.
Councillor Bainbridge agreed with Cllr Brown but also asked if the developer
could be asked to re-consider the windows and mass, and was advised that
this would be a matter of further discussions with the developer, and was
dependent upon the outcome of the application before Members.
Councillor Brown was asked to clarify the reasons for refusal, and explained
that she considered the proposed development to be visually intrusive, too
large in mass, would cause loss of light and would be very dominant.
Councillor Joe Quinn seconded Councillor Brown’s motion to refuse the
application.
Upon a vote being taken it was RESOLVED that the application be refused
on the grounds that the proposed dwelling would have an adverse effect on
the area's character in terms of design, layout and appearance, exhibiting an
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inappropriate scale and density, and would also have an unacceptable
impact on the amenity and privacy of the occupants of the adjacent dwelling
at 8 The Paddock, contrary to Policies 29 (a. and e.) and 31 of the Durham
County Plan 2020 and Policy LNP2 (a., b., c. and e.) of the Lanchester
Neighbourhood Plan 2021.

e

DM/20/03609/FPA - Field House, West Road, Annfield Plain,
Stanley, DH9 7XA

The Committee considered a report of the Senior Planning Officer which
recommended refusal of the application for the use of interior and exterior
curtilage of Greencroft indoor shops for the holding of occasional seasonal
events at Field House, West Road, Annfield Plain (for copy see file of
Minutes).
The Senior Planning Officer provided a detailed presentation of the
application which included a site plan, and site photographs.
Councillor Joan Nicholson addressed the Committee as local member and
stated that several residents had asked her to speak against the application
on exactly the grounds set out by the Planning Officer. Problems of traffic,
parking and perceived noise which residents felt would occur from these
events were of great concern. There were a number of bungalows occupied
by elderly residents beside Field House and a number of family homes. All
these residents had said that noise and traffic were their biggest concerns.
Councillor Christine Bell, local Member agreed with Councillor Nicholson and
said that a number of people had complained. Local Members had looked at
ways of helping these events to take place but unfortunately it had not been
possible, and she had to agree with residents.
Mr Timothy Turner stated that he and his business partner, both ex-military,
had started a car wash business. They had held a Halloween scare wash
which had upset residents due to the traffic queues. They had apologised
and given the Councillors their word that it would not happen again. To
combat this the event would be ticket only with a limit on six cars in the car
park with more in a field to the rear which would be marshalled. He
acknowledged that parking was a problemin the area but this was caused by
the garage, not the car wash.
The applicant stated that he and his partner did a lot for the community, and
with the support of local businesses had set up soup kitchens, provided free
bread and milk to residents during lockdown and held Easter and Christmas
events, together with a school charity event. Twenty-eight letters of support
had been received from local residents, although he had not submitted these
to the Planning Authority in advance of the meeting.
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He noted that anti-social behaviour had been raised. He and his business
partner had stopped anti-social behaviour in the area; they had built a
communal seating area to the left of the site for young people to use and
they had recently stopped a group of youths vandalising the bus shelter to
the right of the site.
Referring to the issue of noise, Timothy Turner stated that soft background
music would be played at both the Halloween and Christmas events. These
were ticketed events, the Christmas event would be two families at a time,
with three or four cars maximum.
He considered that they had been viewed unfairly, and had never had a
complaint delivered to themselves directly.
Councillor Simon Wilson stated that he was in no doubt that what the
applicant and his business partner did for the community was highly
commendable, and what they had achieved was a credit to them. He felt that
this was an application that needed more work to address the highways and
noise issues raised, and with further discussions with Officers and the
community he felt sure that it could be achieved. However as the application
stood at present he was unable to support it.
Councillor Alex Watson agreed with Councillor Wilson; it was clear that the
applicant was making every effort and his work was commendable, but that
residents in particular should be satisfied with what was proposed, and the
application required more work.
Councillor Watson moved and Councillor Wilson seconded refusal of the
application.
Upon a vote being taken it was RESOLVED that the application be refused
for the reasons outlined in the report.

b

DM/21/01036/FPA - Land South of Carlingford Road, ChesterLe-Street

The Committee considered a report of the Senior Planning Officer which
recommended approval of the application for a 20m high telecommunications
pole with 6no. TEF Antennas, 3no. TEF ERS and associated works on land
south of Carlingford Road, Chester-le-Street (for copy see file of Minutes).
The Senior Planning Officer provided a detailed presentation of the
application which included a site plan, site photographs and proposed layout.
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Councillor Simon Wilson noted that there were no issues raised by
consultees around height, which had been his sole concern. He was aware
of a previous application where questions had been raised by residents
regarding the impact of masts on health but that Public Health and the World
Health Organisation had stated that these masts were safe. Councillor
Wilson moved approval of the application.
In response to a question from Councillor Beaty Bainbridge regarding
proposed street furniture associated with the mast, the Senior Planning
Officer advised that three new cabinets would replace the existing two
cabinets with a new pole, all painted black. Councillor Bainbridge expressed
concern that telecommunications poles were situated in housing estates and
should fit in with the surrounding street furniture. The proposed mast would
be over-powering. The Chair appreciated the comments of Councillor
Bainbridge but noted that whilst location would be a consideration for new
masts this application was for a replacement telecommunications pole on an
existing site.
Councillor Liz Brown had taken on board the objections but was of the view
that this was much needed as people increasingly relied on mobile
telecommunication. Councillor Brown seconded the motion to approve the
application.
Following a question from Councillor Alex Watson, the Member was informed
that as adopted highway and publicly owned land there was no financial
mitigation for the erection of the mast.
Upon a vote being taken it was RESOLVED that the application be approved
subject to the conditions outlined in the report.
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Agenda Item 5a

Planning Services

COMMITTEE REPORT
APPLICATION DETAILS
APPLICATION NO:
FULL APPLICATION DESCRIPTION:
NAME OF APPLICANT:
ADDRESS:
ELECTORAL DIVISION:
CASE OFFICER:

DM/21/02324/RM
Application for Reserved Matters consisting: appearance,
landscaping, layout and scale from approval
DM/19/00118/VOC (14 The Pastures, formerly plot 13)
Mr & Mrs D Goss
14 The Pastures
Lanchester
Durham
DH7 0BT
Lanchester
Steve France
Senior Planning Officer
Telephone: 03000 264871
steve.france@durham.gov.uk

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND PROPOSALS
The Site
1.

This is an application for ‘Reserved Matters’, these being details of Appearance,
Landscaping and Layout, on an individual plot following the grant of ‘Outline’
permission for a development of up to 14 dwellings on land to the south of The
Paddock in June 2017.

2.

The development site within which this plot sits was granted Outline consent on
appeal in 2017 for up to 14 dwellings with all matters reserved except access
which was agreed at that time. Subsequent reserved matters and s.73
applications agreed the subdivision of the site and the extent of the individual plots
and their levels, along with details of common elements of the scheme, including
drainage, highways and landscaping, setting up the development to be built as
plot-build self-build on serviced plots through the submission of applications on
individual plots.

3.

Parts of built development required to service the plots was undertaken before
application for and development of the individual plots commenced. This included
the road layout, levelling of individual plots and parts of the required drainage
system. The root protection zone of the trees adjacent The Paddock was fenced to
the relevant British Standard. The access road and pavement from The Paddock
has therefore been built up to all but its final surface. Two extensions of this
highway approved as shared private driveway serving dwellings at the top and the
bottom of the site are at present part finished in base layer aggregate, during the
development process. Large drainage attenuation tanks have been installed at the
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lower part of the site to the rear of existing dwellings in Ford Road to control
surface water drainage. These will be complimented by additional tanks on each
plot.
4.

Six of the plots have been approved to date and are in various states of
development, with three essentially complete and occupied. These are sited on
the south and north-west boundaries of the site on the village edge facing
agricultural land (one overlapping the rear garden of a dwelling to the south-east).
All these dwellings have grey roofs, but otherwise display a range of styles and
scale, from a bungalow, to larger two-storey houses and dwellings that present a
two-storey appearance into The Pastures but use roof accommodation to have
three storeys of windows on the rear.

5.

The individual plot subject to this application, plot 13 (number 14), sits at the north
west of the site, in between plot 12, granted consent at the Planning Committee of
17 September 2021, and plot 14, which was refused at the same meeting. Plot 13
faces 8 The Paddock, a much-extended bungalow in a low-density single storey
older development to the north, set within a Tree Preservation Order. It fronts onto
the private drive extension of the highway area proposed adopted within the plotbuild development and faces a competed bungalow at plot 10.

The Proposal
6.

The planning application seeks approval for a single detached dwelling. The
proposals have been amended during the course of the application as the
applicants have sought to respond to and address concerns raised, and informed
by this Committee’s discussions on the adjacent plots at the September
Committee meeting.

7.

The application presents a dwelling with two storeys of accommodation, part inroof, represented as half-dormers on the rear elevation and above the attached
forward projecting garage, and a second floor of windows in the gable on the front
elevation. A single storey flat-roofed extension is proposed to the rear, with a
lantern window within a low parapet wall, with an in-gable window above it. Brick
main elevations, with a grey roof, vertically proportioned windows give references
to a traditional building vernacular. The rear garden is 13.2m long. Four parking
places are shown, perpendicular to the garage.

8.

This application is reported to Committee upon the request of Councillor Douglas
Oliver to consider the impact of this development in terms of: overlooking; loss of
light; visual amenity; landscaping and impact on trees in a public forum.

PLANNING HISTORY
9.

DM/16/00871/OUT - Outline planning permission for residential development (C3)
of up to 14 dwellings with all matters reserved except access, including demolition
of no. 7 The Paddock. Application Refused, Appeal Allowed.

10.

DM/18/03847/RM - Reserved
DM/16/00871/OUT. Approved.

11.

DM/19/00118/VOC - Variation of condition 1 pursuant to DM/16/00871/OUT and
propose an additional condition. Approved
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matters

for

outline

planning

permission

12.

DM/19/00779/AD - Erection of free standing, single sided temporary nonilluminated sign (1525mm x 1220mm x 4mm) on wooden frame. Approved.

13.

DM/19/01005/RM – Plot 10, 3 Bedroom detached bungalow with integrated garage
and off-street parking. Approved.

14.

DM/20/00044/RM – Plot 9, Reserved matters of appearance, landscaping, layout
and scale for erection of single residential dwelling. Approved.

15.

DM/20/00110/RM – Plot 11, Reserved Matters consisting Appearance, Scale,
Landscaping and Layout for one two storey detached dwelling. Approved.

16.

DM/20/01106/RM – Plot 8, Reserved matters application pursuant
DM/16/00871/OUT for erection of one detached dwelling. Approved.

17.

DM/20/01973/RM – Plot 7, Application for Reserved Matters consisting:
appearance, landscaping, layout and scale. Approved.

18.

DM/21/00251/RM – Plot 1, Approval of access, appearance, layout and scale for
proposed new dwelling and landscaping. Withdrawn under threat of refusal.

19.

DM/21/02516/RM - Approval of reserved matters (appearance, landscaping, layout
and scale) relating to planning permission DM/16/00871/OUT for Plot 14. Refused.

20.

DM/21/02574/RM - Application for reserved matters consisting appearance,
landscaping, layout and scale from approval DM/19/00118/VOC. Approved.

to

PLANNING POLICY
NATIONAL POLICY
21.

The Government has consolidated all planning policy statements, guidance notes
and many circulars into a single policy statement, the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), although the majority of supporting Annexes to the planning
policy statements are retained. The overriding message is that new development
that is sustainable should go ahead without delay. It defines the role of planning in
achieving sustainable development under three topic headings – economic, social
and environmental, each mutually dependant.

22.

The NPPF requires local planning authorities to guide development towards
sustainable solutions whilst taking local circumstances into account, to reflect the
character, needs and opportunities of each area.

23.

The following elements of the NPPF are considered relevant to this proposal;

24.

NPPF Part 2 - Achieving sustainable development. The purpose of the planning
system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development and
therefore at the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable
development. It defines the role of planning in achieving sustainable development
under three overarching objectives – economic, social and environmental, which
are interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways. The
application of the presumption in favour of sustainable development for planmaking and decision-taking is outlined.
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25.

NPPF Part 4 - Decision-making. Local planning authorities should approach
decisions on proposed development in a positive and creative way. They should
use the full range of planning tools available, including brownfield registers and
permission in principle, and work proactively with applicants to secure
developments that will improve the economic, social and environmental conditions
of the area. Decision-makers at every level should seek to approve applications
for sustainable development where possible.

26.

NPPF 5 - Delivering a sufficient supply of homes. To support the Government’s
objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is important that a
sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed, that the
needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land
with permission is developed without unnecessary delay.

27.

NPPF Part 8 - Promoting healthy and safe communities. Planning policies and
decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places which: promote
social interaction, including opportunities for meetings between people who might
not otherwise come into contact with each other, are safe and accessible, so that
crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality of life or
community cohesion and enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where
this would address identified local health and well-being needs.

28.

NPPF Part 9 - Promoting sustainable transport. Encouragement should be given
to solutions which support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and reduce
congestion. Developments that generate significant movement should be located
where the need to travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport
modes maximised.

29.

NPPF Part 12 - Achieving well-designed places. The Government attaches great
importance to the design of the built environment, with good design a key aspect
of sustainable development, indivisible from good planning.

30.

NPPF Part 14 - Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal
change advises, ‘New development should be planned for in ways that: avoid
increased vulnerability to the range of impacts arising from climate change. When
new development is brought forward in areas which are vulnerable, care should
be taken to ensure that risks can be managed through suitable adaptation
measures…’.

31.

NPPF Part 15 - Conserving and enhancing the natural environment. Recognises
the wider benefits from natural capital and ecosystem services – including the
economic and other benefits of trees and woodland.

NATIONAL PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE:
32.

National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) both supports the core government
guidance set out in the NPPF, and represents detailed advice, both technical and
procedural, having material weight in its own right. The advice is set out in a
number of topic headings and is subject to change to reflect the up-to-date advice
of Ministers and Government.

33.

Of particular relevance to the consideration of this application is guidance for ‘Selfbuild and custom housebuilding’, last updated in February 2021. It advises: ‘selfbuild or custom build helps to diversify the housing market and increase consumer
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choice. Self-build and custom housebuilders choose the design and layout of their
home and can be innovative in both its design and construction’.

LOCAL PLAN POLICY:
34.

The following policies in the Durham County Plan (adopted October 2020) are
relevant to the consideration of this application:

35.

Policy 19 (Type and Mix of Housing) advises that on new housing developments
the council will seek to secure an appropriate mix of dwelling types and sizes,
taking account of existing imbalances in the housing stock, site characteristics,
viability, economic and market considerations and the opportunity to facilitate selfbuild or custom build schemes.

36.

Policy 21 (Delivering Sustainable Transport) requires all development to deliver
sustainable transport by: delivering, accommodating and facilitating investment in
sustainable modes of transport; providing appropriate, well designed, permeable
and direct routes for all modes of transport; ensuring that any vehicular traffic
generated by new development can be safely accommodated; creating new or
improvements to existing routes and assessing potential increase in risk resulting
from new development in vicinity of level crossings. Development should have
regard to Parking and Accessibility Supplementary Planning Document.

37.

Policy 29 (Sustainable Design) requires all development proposals to achieve well
designed buildings and places having regard to SPD advice and sets out 18
elements for development to be considered acceptable, including: making positive
contribution to areas character, identity etc.; adaptable buildings; minimising
greenhouse gas emissions and use of non-renewable resources; providing high
standards of amenity and privacy; contributing to healthy neighbourhoods; and
suitable landscape proposals. Provision for all new residential development to
comply with Nationally Described Space Standards, subject to transition period.

38.

Policy 31 (Amenity and Pollution) sets out that development will be permitted
where it can be demonstrated that there will be no unacceptable impact, either
individually or cumulatively, on health, living or working conditions or the natural
environment and that they can be integrated effectively with any existing business
and community facilities. Development will not be permitted where inappropriate
odours, noise, vibration and other sources of pollution cannot be suitably mitigated
against, as well as where light pollution is not suitably minimised. Permission will
not be granted for sensitive land uses near to potentially polluting development.
Similarly, potentially polluting development will not be permitted near sensitive
uses unless the effects can be mitigated.

39.

Relevant to policies 29 and 31 is the adopted Residential Amenity Standards
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) 2020, which sets out requirements to
ensure amenity and privacy through the use of separation distances and garden
lengths amongst other tools.

40.

Policy 35 (Water Management) requires all development proposals to consider the
effect of the proposed development on flood risk, both on-site and off-site,
commensurate with the scale and impact of the development and taking into
account the predicted impacts of climate change for the lifetime of the proposal.
All new development must ensure there is no net increase in surface water runoff
for the lifetime of the development. Amongst its advice, the policy advocates the
use of SuDS and aims to protect the quality of water.
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41.

Policy 36 (Water Infrastructure) advocates a hierarchy of drainage options for the
disposal of foul water. Applications involving the use of non-mains methods of
drainage will not be permitted in areas where public sewerage exists. New
sewage and waste-water infrastructure will be approved unless the adverse
impacts outweigh the benefits of the infrastructure. Proposals seeking to mitigate
flooding in appropriate locations will be permitted though flood defence
infrastructure will only be permitted where it is demonstrated as being the most
sustainable response to the flood threat.

42.

Policy 40 (Trees, Woodlands and Hedges) states that proposals for new
development will not be permitted that would result in the loss of, or damage to,
trees, hedges or woodland of high landscape, amenity or biodiversity value unless
the benefits of the scheme clearly outweigh the harm. Proposals for new
development will be expected to retain existing trees and hedges or provide
suitable replacement planting.

LANCHESTER NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN:
43.

There has been a change in National Planning legislation which now states that
local people may wish to influence development in their area through the
preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan (Localism Act 2012). The Lanchester
Neighbourhood Plan provides the local community with a powerful tool to guide
the long-term future of Lanchester Parish for the period 2019 to 2034. The Plan
contains a vision for the future and sets out clear planning policies to realise this
vision. The Vision and Objectives for the Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan were
developed following community consultation in 2015 and subsequently endorsed
in a second Parish wide consultation in 2016.

44.

The Neighbourhood Plan sets out a Vision and Objectives, with topics including
Design of New Development, Historic Environment and Green Space and the
Rural Environment.

45.

Policy LNP2 - Design of New Development requires that proposals for built
development should demonstrate that the following criteria have been taken into
account: that Design, Layout and Appearance. Positively responds to the local
vernacular, materials and landscape features including green spaces and trees; It
is of a scale and density that reflect the rural character and setting of the
development; it integrates into the Built Setting, delivering accessible and wellconnected environments that meet the needs of users; it provides a mix of
housing types to provide flexibility for diverse family structures and styles of living
and an ageing population, in accordance with the policies in the County Durham
Plan; and demonstrates how they have had regard to a specified list of local
design guidance, including the ‘Guide to Significant Aspects of Local Character’
within the Plan document.

The above represents a summary of those policies considered most relevant in the Development Plan the full
text, criteria, and justifications of each may be accessed at
https://www.durham.gov.uk/media/34069/County-Durham-Plan-adopted-2020/pdf/CountyDurhamPlanAdopted2020vDec2020.pdf?m=637424969331400000
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CONSULTATION AND PUBLICITY RESPONSES
STATUTORY RESPONSES:
46.

Highways have raised no objection to the proposals.

INTERNAL CONSULTEE RESPONSES:
47.

The County Tree Officer writes, ‘the proposed must take into consideration nearby
tree cover, these are protected by tree preservation order DER-005. Light to the
rear of the property will be prohibited to a point and may increase pressure to
remove. Foundations for the proposed must comply with NHBC guidelines chapter
4.2 building near trees’.

PUBLIC RESPONSES:
48.

Consultation letters were sent to the two immediate neighbours. Fifteen objections
have been received to the application, from 9 addresses in the village, plus Cllr.
Douglas Oliver local Divisional Member, Lanchester Parish Council, and
Campaign for Rural Lanchester.

49.

A reconsultation exercise to all correspondents was undertaken following the
receipt of amended plans. One further representation was received. All others
must be taken to stand.

50.

Correspondents object to the fact that the proposed property is two storeys (plus
pitched roof) in height, contending a bungalow would be much more in keeping
with the form of the bungalows in The Paddock. If approved it will set a precedent
for the rest of the plots that back onto bungalows at The Paddock (Pastures
12,14,15,1,2,3,4) which will all be dominated by the development and a loss of
privacy and light to those residents. Potential for a terracing effect is claimed. All
buildings on that side of the pastures should be bungalows to avoid these issues.

51.

The upper storey windows on the north elevation of the proposed property will
overlook the gardens of No.8 The Paddock and also look directly into rooms of
this property. The distances required by the Residential Amenity Standards SPD
is quoted. Resulting in an unacceptable loss of privacy that contravenes the
Planning Inspector's view that the site could be developed without loss of privacy
to existing residents. The SPD is quoted where amenity distances should be
increase for areas rural and suburban character.

52.

It is claimed that there were restrictions on the percentage each plot could be
developed.

53.

There is a claimed loss of amenity value of the trees for the community by virtue of
the proposed size of the new dwellings now screening then in some views.

54.

There are comments referring to conditions affecting the overall development site
from the Outline consent relating to ecology, landscaping, drainage, hours of
construction and road-cleaning.

55.

The proposals are contended to breach Article 8 of the European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR): If this massive house is allowed in such close proximity to
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the smaller bungalows in The Paddock, it is likely that Article 8 will be breached.
Failure to impose suitable conditions may also be evidence of a breach of the Act.
56.

Councillor Douglas Oliver shares resident fears about the impact of this
development in terms of: overlooking; loss of light; visual amenity; landscaping
and impact on trees. Each of these is a material planning consideration and in his
view, each has a sufficient impact as to require the application to be rejected on
these grounds.

57.

The Parish Council reflect Residents’ concerns, considering the proposals contrary
to the requirements of the Residential Amenity SPD and policy LNP2 of the
Neighbourhood Plan, asking for a Committee Site Visit to better appreciate the
issues involved. Again, the Parish Council and Campaign for Rural Lanchester
ask that the dwellings on plots 12,14,15,1,2,3 and 4 are single storey in height.
The Parish Council is concerned that the current application will set a precedent
for the other plots on the inner edge of The Pastures.

APPLICANT’S STATEMENT
58.

The reserved matters application for a two-storey dwelling on Plot 13 was
submitted on 29th June 2021 following positive pre-application discussions with
the case officer, Steve France. Subsequently, applications for adjacent plots (Plots
12 and 14) were submitted 2-3 weeks later by other agents and this enabled the
case officer to assess the cumulative impact of all three designs. During the
consultation period of the applications, concerns from residents, the parish council
and local councillors were acknowledged, and we were notified that the
application had been called to the local planning committee for determination of
members. Following this, we were contacted by the case officer on 27th August
raising concern with two aspects of the design which were the separation
distances to the rear of the dwelling in terms of privacy and light and the overall
width of the dwelling. Following this advice, design options were carefully
considered to attempt to make the committee meeting in September, however we
chose to accept that this date would not be met as we considered a more
cohesive revision to the design.

59.

Detailed discussions with our clients, the applicants, were undertaken considering
advice from the case officer and reflecting on concerns from the consultation
period. This process resulted in a new design with a significant amount of scale
and mass removed from the property, including a reduction in footprint and width,
along with increased separation to the northern boundary. A preliminary proposal
was sent to the case officer on 22nd September for comments with a response
pending the outcome of the committee meeting being held on 28th September
where both Plot’s 12 and 14 were being considered, both with a recommendation
for approval. The outcome of course being the approval of Plot 12 and the refusal
of Plot 14 due to an inappropriate scale and density, and unacceptable impact on
the amenity and privacy of 8 The Paddock.

60.

The proposal now submitted consists of a dormer bungalow, with a reduced
footprint, mass and scale compared to the previously submitted two storey
dwelling. The proposal has a much lower eaves and ridge height which aides in
any potential significant loss of light. The massing has been improved with more
mixture of the material finishes which includes brickwork and stone walling. The
proposed finished floor level of the property was also revisited and lowered by
300mm resulting in a floor level at the same height of 8 The Paddock, again
helping to reduce the mass.
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61.

In terms of separation distances, guidance was taken from Durham County
Councils Residential Amenity Standards SPD which depicts and states minimum
distances between new and existing development. The proposed dormer
bungalow and 8 The Paddock do not directly correspond in terms of orientation.
The angled relationship between the buildings provides clear difference in
orientation which measures 19 degrees, this is certainly not a slight angle. The
SPD document does not consider angled relationships between habitable
windows. Direct line of separation was taken from the proposed first floor rear
windows of the dormer bungalow as per the SPD. The dressing room to the
master bedroom and the window to bedroom two both display dimensions over
24m (3m more than the minimum 21m required between two stories both
containing habitable windows). The bathroom window to the rear has a direct
measurement of 18m however it should be fully understood that this is a nonhabitable room which will be fitted with obscured glazing in perpetuity. The SPD
states that 13m must be achieved between habitable and non-habitable
windows/blank gables. It should be noted too that this relationship is to an
extended element of 8 The Paddock attached to the rear of the garage which was
granted planning permission in 2016 as a fitness room accessed from the garage
and is prescribed as this in recent marketing information from 2020. A bathroom
has always been depicted in this area of the plot, and through the amended
design we have been able to move this further away from 8 The Paddock. The
number of first floor windows to the rear elevation at first floor level have been
significantly reduced by 50% from the original design and the position of them are
carefully positioned considering separation requirements. In terms of the outlook
from the fitness room at 8 The Paddock, which is closest to the proposed
development, there are two forms of barriers between the new development.
Firstly, the existing boundary treatments sit at the same level as its direct outlook.
Secondly, any outlook is restricted by the presence of the mature and protected
trees on the boundary. For all of the reasons above, the proposed development
would demonstrate that reasonable privacy is provided for surrounding residents
and occupiers, particularly in relation to residential use and enjoyment of dwellings
and private gardens.

62.

When listening to the discussions of the committee meeting held on 28th
September, and in particular discussions over Plot 14 which was subsequently
refused against the case officers’ recommendations. Members had concern to the
size of the property, stating it is simply too big, too dominant, visually intrusive and
would lead to loss of light. These discussions have had implications on how the
proposal for plot thirteen has been put forward. Comparing the refused application
with the proposed dormer bungalow there are significant differences. One of the
noticeable differences is that the garden length from the northern boundary to the
dormer bungalow which is 13.3m, over and above the minimum set out in the SPD
document which requires a minimum of 9m. This creates a much larger gap
between the boundary and the start of the proposal which can be seen on the site
plan drawing. Most importantly, what is now presented is a dormer bungalow
which is a lot less in mass than a two-storey dwelling. Concerns over loss of light
have been addressed too, a drawing providing daylight and sunlight assessments
presented in accordance with ‘BRE Site layout planning for daylight and sunlight:
a guide to good practice (BR 209)’ was submitted. With the Durham County
Council Residential Amenity Standards not providing detailed calculation methods
to assess the impact of sunlight and daylight from new development on existing
development, the guidelines within the BRE document provide a very suitable
means of assessing this. The assessment show compliances with the 25-degree
test and using average shadow plotting, no overshadowing would spill onto 8 The
Paddock from the new development. This would demonstrate that reasonable light
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is provided for surrounding residents and occupiers, particularly in relation to
residential use and enjoyment of dwellings and private gardens.
63.

The applicants have chosen Lanchester to become their family home for the
foreseeable future and eagerly look to become a part of the community with their
purchase of this self-build plot. The applicants have listened carefully on how their
self-build plot should integrate into the area along with responding to the SPD
requirements. It is hoped that the dormer bungalow is viewed as an appropriate
design for the plot, and we would ask for the committees support for the granting
of the planning permission.

The above is not intended to list every point made and represents a summary of the comments received on
this application. The full written text is available for inspection on the application file which can be viewed at:
https://publicaccess.durham.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=QVGA3CGDGV900

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS AND ASSESSMENT
The Principle of the Development
64.

Having regard to the requirements of Section 38(6) of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 the relevant Development Plan policies, relevant
guidance and all other material planning considerations, including representations
received, it is noted the principle of development has been accepted by the
Outline consent.

65.

It is considered that the main planning issues in this instance relate to the detailed
implications of the proposals in terms of scale, character, appearance and effects
on privacy and amenity.

The Development Plan
66.

The County Durham Plan 2020 was adopted in October that year, with the policies
therein fully up to date in terms of the required consistency with the NPPF. The
NPPF and NPPG guidance is a material consideration in its own right. The
Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan 2019 – 2034, was ‘made' (adopted) in June 2021
and now has material weight in the decision-making process.

67.

It is noted that the policy context against which the original application and
subsequent agreement of site details and individual plots has changed since the
original consent in 2017. That approval was assessed against the requirements of
the Derwentside District Local Plan 1997, with subsequent applications assessed
against emerging weight being given to the County Durham Plan. The
Neighbourhood Plan is also now relevant.

Scale, Character and Appearance
68.
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In allowing the appeal for the overall development the Planning Inspector imposed
conditions and restrictions on the extent of the approval granted. If strict design
codes or restrictions in scale were considered required, these could have been
imposed at that time. Instead, the Inspector noted, ‘these would all be

appropriately addressed as part of any future reserved matters application rather
than at this stage’.
69.

The application proposes a modern dwelling with strong vernacular appearance,
materials and detailing. The proposal has been significantly revised during the
course of the application to try and address concerns raised through the
consultation exercise and apparent in responses to other proposals on the site.

70.

The application was initially presented as a full-height, two storey dwelling, with an
attached side extension for a garage, with in-attic accommodation above it. The
full height of the building was 8.5m, with 5.6m to the eaves. A single storey flat
roofed ‘extension’ with parapet wall and roof lantern projected from the rear. The
rear garden of the proposal varied from 12.7m to 13.9m from the boundary shared
with the existing bungalow to the north at 8 The Paddock. The property extended
the full width of the plot, excepting a narrow pedestrian width passage on the west
side.

71.

The revised proposal seeks to reduce the scale and massing of the building and
reduce the potential for overlooking. It has been reduced in width, giving a
separation of 2.4m to the west boundary and 1.7m to the east. The rear garden
now measures 13.4m along a simplified rear building line. Reducing the main
ridge height to 8m, the eaves of the revised dwelling now sits half way through the
level of the first floor windows. Both front and rear elevations feature a full height
gable detail with full height first floor windows – on the rear, set behind the
retained flat-roofed extension with roof lantern. The rear elevation also features
two half-dormers, one serving a bedroom (central window), the other a bathroom.
Rooflights on the front elevation serve a void over the hall/stairwell. Some
floorspace is regained through the use of a projecting garage with a bedroom
above, this room lit by another half-dormer that faces east, along the front of the
house. Two small windows on the side elevation of this face south, serving an ensuite and a wardrobe.

72.

Officers acknowledge that significant efforts have been made to reduce the scale
of the proposal, which now sits comfortably on its plot. The proposed garden
exceeds the 9m required by the Residential Amenity SPD and separates the built
dwelling from the existing protected trees. Reduced in width, the dwelling has the
potential for clear separation of massing from developments on neighbouring plots
(one approved, one subject to an emerging appeal). This ensures that the existing
dwelling to the north would not be subjected to a terrace effect of new
development.

73.

Officers have considered whether the new forward projection proposed would
‘cramp’ the forecourt of the dwelling approved on plot 12. With the submitted plans
showing the difference in levels between the two plots and taking into account the
increased separation to the boundary proposed in addition to the 2.9m separation
of the nearest part of that development – with 11.7m to that dwelling’s main block
from the site boundary, the relationship is considered acceptable.

74.

The scale of the building has a number of implications – including likely effects on
overshadowing and light for the living room windows of the adjacent dwelling. To
this end, the applicant has submitted a series of Daylight and Sunlight
Assessment drawings with a methodology sourced from the BR208 Good Practice
Guide that shows the likely effect on the dwelling to the north at 8 The Paddock.
Said drawings also show the directly comparable finished floor levels of 139.20m
and 139.221m for the existing and proposed properties. The main window affected
on 8 The Paddock will be one converted to a living/music room/office, with the
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main windows set further back. It is noted that the existing dwelling, like many
other in The Paddock is already compromised in this respect by the presence of
the trees. The likely effects on daylight from the revised scheme are considered
acceptable in terms of the requirements of Policy 31.
75.

The Policy context against which the development must be assessed is not wholly
consistent. Government advice in the NPPF advises decision makers allow ‘Selfbuild and custom housebuilders choose the design and layout of their home’.
Policy 29 of the County Plan requires high levels of design quality reflecting
national initiatives bringing this issue high up the planning agenda. Policy LNP2 in
the Neighbourhood Plan requires, ‘a scale and density that reflect the rural
character and setting of the development’. For the latter it is noted that the
development is landlocked and the adjacent development in The Paddock, whilst
low-density is of a strong 1960s urban character rather than ‘rural’. The proposed
dwelling is an attractive building, which in the context of a development where
design flexibility has been exercised in line with Government guidance – with
continuity across the development ensured through the use of locally appropriate
materials and grey roofs on all dwellings for longer views – the proposed
appearance being concluded acceptable in terms of this aspect of scale and
character, and the requirements of Policy 29 of the Plan and LNP2 so far as it is
relevant.

76.

The implications of the scale and massing of the proposal in terms of the
relationship to 8 The Paddock overlap into aspects of privacy – the suggested
separation distances outlined in the residential amenity SPD having implications
for both. That the proposal struggles with these separation distances as a result of
first the extensions on the existing bungalow, and latterly the change in use of
these to present rear living room windows to the rear elevation is immaterial.

Residential Privacy
77.

The aforementioned Residential Amenity Guide SPD is also the appropriate tool
for assessing Residential Privacy issues. The required separation distances are
21m between a bungalow and a two-storey dwelling, there is no advice for angled
relationships. Reasonable separations are also set by the requirement for a 9m
garden length.

78.

The revised proposals have sought to bring the scale of the proposed dwelling
closer to that of a bungalow. Notwithstanding this, and acknowledging that one
serves a bathroom, the proposal presents three first floor windows on the rear
building line to the existing bungalow to the north. The distance between the halfdormer serving the bedroom window to the living room window in the
southernmost extension of 8 The Paddock is 18.3m. From the window in the gable
to the same is 19.2m. The distances from these proposed openings to other rear
living room windows on the existing bungalow exceed the requirement – at over
24m, as shown on the submitted plans and daylight assessments. The angled
nature of the relationship is not such that any tolerance is considered acceptable
in this instance for the relationship between windows. This aspect of the proposals
fails Policy 31’s requirements, backed by the Residential Amenity SPD, that
development proposals have an acceptable effect on the living conditions of both
existing and proposed residents.

79.

Privacy in terms of the use of respective garden areas is set to a large extent by
the requirement for a minimum 9m garden length in the SPD. As detailed above,
the proposal far exceeds this, and noting that the relationship to the main
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functional garden area of 8 The Paddock is at an angle of approximately 45
degrees, whilst at a lower level, would be screened in part by the proposed single
storey extension on the rear of the new dwelling. This relationship, examined in
detail, is considered acceptable.
80.

Once again, objectors to developments on this site refer to Article 8 of the
European convention for Human Rights. The applicants are seeking planning
permission to develop their own land in accordance with a lawful process. The
planning application will be determined in a proportionate, reasonable and lawful
manner and regard will be had to all relevant material planning considerations and
the Development Plan. The requirements of the policies within the Plan require
assessment of the reasonable expectations for rights to privacy and enjoyment of
property. It is therefore not considered that there will be any unlawful interference
with any person’s human rights through the determination of the application.

Highway Safety
81.

Highway safety issues have largely been dealt with through the Outline consent
and subsequent Variation of Condition and Discharge of Condition applications.
The development provides sufficient space to meet County Highways Standard
off-street parking to meet County Highways Standards. On this basis the
proposals are considered compliant with the requirements of part 9 of the
Framework and policy 21 of the County Plan.

82.

Where there have been shortcomings with ensuring compliance with the roadcleaning conditions imposed on the main consent, the issue lies with monitoring
end enforcement, and should not count against new developers. A mechanism to
cope with the sporadic need to meet this requirement is being discussed with the
main developer.

Other Issues
83.

Complaints regarding landscaping relate to the overall site and are not relevant to
this application.

84.

The required separation from the trees in The Paddock was set by the Outline
consent, reflected on the site by the Heras fencing. Changes to site levels to form
the individual plots has likewise already been set. With the development outside
the root protection zone and using the agreed levels, the required assessment of
the relationship to trees arrives at residential amenity. The trees are to the north of
the new dwelling, ensuring light is not an issue. There will be maintenance
implications to their presence, but that dwellings can coexist with the trees is
indicated by the homes in The Paddock.

85.

A number of objectors claim the original consent granted by the Planning Inspector
includes a restriction of 25% of the plot for built development – with a detailed
analysis of all plots approved to date, and the current application site set out.
Appeal Decision APP/X1355/W/16/3160472 sets out 14 conditions but does not
impose such a restriction.

86.

A change in the context and character within which the trees within the Tree
Preservation Order would be viewed from within and outside the village was
implicit within the grant of outline consent – the trees no longer forming the
boundary of the built development of the village. This objection to the application is
considered untenable.
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87.

Conditions applied to the Outline consent apply to each of the individual plots.
Therefore, the requested drainage condition is already in place led by conditions 5
and 6 of approval DM/16/00871/OUT. Each developer must carry out their part of
the agreed scheme. Requirements of the existing Sustainability Condition require
additional attention by the applicants. ‘Informatives’ attached to an approval can
be applied to remind the individual developers of their responsibilities to the
remaining and overarching conditions applied to previous consents that they are
bound by.

88.

Were approval recommended, consistent with the approval of other plots, it is
considered appropriate to remove residential permitted development rights to give
the Council as Local Planning Authority control over any future extensions and
alterations that may be imposed. A new dwelling would not benefit from permitted
development rights allowing additional storeys.

89.

To respond to a common theme of the objectors, each application at The Pastures
is assessed on its own merits, as each has different implications to neighbouring
property, whether existing or proposed, urban or rural. No approval or refusal will
set a precedent for another. Each will be assessed against the detailed Policies in
both components of the Development Plan, and against the weight given to advice
set out by the Government as set out above.

90.

Officers have also assessed the proposals to ensure that there are no aspects of
diversity or equality that would influence the decision in addition to the above
assessments, concluding in this instance the proposals are acceptable.

CONCLUSION
91.

With Outline consent in place, the detailed assessments required by the
Development Plan Framework: i.e. The County Durham Plan and the Lanchester
Village Neighbourhood Plan of matters of scale, character, appearance and
effects on residential amenity and privacy, informed by the National Planning
Policy Framework and Planning Policy Guidance are set out above.

92.

The policy Framework has evolved significantly from the granting of Outline
consent, and Officers have sought to give this appropriate regard in terms of
consistency whilst meeting legal requirements. The opinions expressed against
the proposal have been considered and given due regard, but ultimately, in
effectively trying to impose additional restrictions on development not intended
by the Planning Inspector, are not considered sustainable for the suggested
refusal.

93.

The proposal has been assessed in detail and has addressed many areas of
concern in terms of its scale and massing. However, a single issue does remain
in terms of the privacy relationships of the windows on the rear elevation to those
on the rear extension at 8 The Paddock closest to the boundary. Contrary to the
requirements for residential privacy set out in the SPD this issue leads Officers to
the conclusion that the proposals fail Policy 31 on this issue.
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RECOMMENDATION
94.

That the application be REFUSED for the following reason:
1. The proposed dwelling does not meet the required separation distances set out in
the County Durham Plan Residential Amenity Standards Supplementary Planning
Document 2020 in so far as they are required to ensure reasonable expectations of
privacy as required by Policy 31 of the Durham County Plan 2020.

STATEMENT OF PROACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
95.

Notwithstanding the recommendation for refusal, in accordance with Article 35(2)
of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)
(England) Order 2015, the Local Planning Authority has, without prejudice to a
fair and objective assessment of the proposals, issues raised and
representations received, sought to work with the applicant in a positive and
proactive manner with the objective of delivering high quality sustainable
development to improve the economic, social and environmental conditions of
the area in accordance with the NPPF.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
The National Planning Policy Framework (2021)
National Planning Practice Guidance Notes
Durham County Plan 2020
Lanchester Village Neighbourhood Plan June 2021
European Convention on Human Rights, Articles 8
Equality Act 2010
Statutory, internal and public consultation responses
Submitted forms, plans and supporting documents
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DM/21/02324/RM
14 The Pastures, Lanchester, Durham, DH7
0BT
Planning Services
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the
permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her majesty’s
Stationary Office © Crown copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may
lead to prosecution or civil proceeding.
Durham County Council Licence No. 100022202 2005
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Comments

Date November 2021

Scale NTS

Agenda Item 5b

Planning Services

COMMITTEE REPORT
APPLICATION DETAILS
APPLICATION NO:
FULL APPLICATION DESCRIPTION:
NAME OF APPLICANT:
ADDRESS:
ELECTORAL DIVISION:
CASE OFFICER:

DM/21/03477/RM
Reserved matters for Plot 3: appearance, landscaping,
layout, materials, and scale of the residential
development
Mr Barry Endean, THF Homes Ltd
Plot 3 The Pastures
Lanchester
Durham
DH7 0BT
Lanchester
Steve France
Senior Planning Officer
Telephone: 03000 264871
steve.france@durham.gov.uk

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND PROPOSALS
The Site
1.

This is an application for ‘Reserved Matters’, these being details of Appearance,
Landscaping and Layout, on an individual plot following the grant of ‘Outline’
permission for a development of up to 14 dwellings on land to the south of The
Paddock in June 2017.

2.

The development site within which this plot sits was granted Outline consent on
appeal in 2017 for up to 14 dwellings with all matters reserved except access
which was agreed at that time. Subsequent reserved matters and s.73
applications agreed the subdivision of the site and the extent of the individual plots
and their levels, along with details of common elements of the scheme, including
drainage, highways and landscaping, setting up the development to be built as
plot-build self-build on serviced plots through the submission of applications on
individual plots.

3.

Parts of built development required to service the plots was undertaken before
application for and development of the individual plots commenced. This included
the road layout, levelling of individual plots and parts of the required drainage
system. The root protection zone of the trees adjacent The Paddock was fenced to
the relevant British Standard. The access road and pavement from The Paddock
has therefore been built up to all but its final surface. Two extensions of this
highway approved as shared private driveway serving dwellings at the top and the
bottom of the site are at present part finished in base layer aggregate, during the
development process. Large drainage attenuation tanks have been installed at the
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lower part of the site to the rear of existing dwellings in Ford Road to control
surface water drainage. These will be complimented by additional tanks on each
plot.
4.

Six of the plots have been approved to date and are in various states of
development, with three essentially complete and occupied. These are sited on
the south and north-east boundaries of the site on the village edge facing
agricultural land (one overlapping the rear garden of a dwelling to the south-east).
All these dwellings have grey roofs, but otherwise display a range of styles and
scale, from a bungalow, to larger two-storey houses and dwellings that present a
two-storey appearance into The Pastures but use roof accommodation to have
three storeys of windows on the rear.

5.

The individual plot subject to this application, no.3, sits to the north of the site,
lower than the site entrance, between two plots not currently benefitting from
approvals or valid applications, and immediately south of an existing bungalow at
5 The Paddock. The application site boundary is also shared with 6 The Paddock,
to the north-west and an undeveloped area of land of unclear ownership to the
north-east that appears treed, and without significant structures.

6.

The levelled site falls away to the north boundary, where a low retaining wall, with
a 6ft (1.8m) close boarded wooden fence above indicates that the garden of 5 The
Paddock is slightly raised.

7.

The pines of the Tree Preservation Order are a significant feature of the rear
gardens of dwellings in The Paddock, and are at present protected by a Root
Protection Zone fence required by the Outline planning approval.

The Proposal
8.

The planning application seeks approval of ‘reserved matters’ for the appearance,
landscaping, layout, materials, and scale of a single 5-bed detached dwelling. The
proposal is simple in form, being a single block, topped by an apex roof with plain
gables. The front elevation has two plain gables with decorative finials, vertically
proportioned windows with brick lintels, and a flat roofed portico supported by
doric columns. Two floors of accommodation are proposed. The dwelling has a ffl
of 131.3m, is 10m in height to the apex of the ridge and 5.3m to the underside of
the eaves, the main roof having a pitch of 40 degrees. The dwelling is shown as
brick built using red/brown multis and a plain grey roof tile to be agreed with the
LPA.

9.

An attached double garage, with in attic accommodation sits at a level, 0.9m lower
than the house, the accommodation lit by a lead flashed flat-roofed dormer
window to the front and three roof-lights to the rear.

10.

The house has a separation of 10.8m to 9.6m to the irregular rear boundary line,
sits 2.2m, from the higher west boundary with plot 2 and 3.5m from the lower
boundary with plot 4. The front garden is 9m in length, with a drive for four cars
measuring over 11m in length. Landscaping is restricted to the side boundaries
and a small planting bed to the front elevation.

11.

This application is reported to Committee upon the request of Councillor Douglas
Oliver to consider the impact of this development in terms of: overlooking; loss of
light; visual amenity; landscaping and impact on trees in a public forum.
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PLANNING HISTORY
12.

DM/16/00871/OUT - Outline planning permission for residential development (C3)
of up to 14 dwellings with all matters reserved except access, including demolition
of no. 7 The Paddock. Application Refused, Appeal Allowed.

13.

DM/18/03847/RM - Reserved
DM/16/00871/OUT. Approved.

14.

DM/19/00118/VOC - Variation of condition 1 pursuant to DM/16/00871/OUT and
propose an additional condition. Approved

15.

DM/19/00779/AD - Erection of free standing, single sided temporary nonilluminated sign (1525mm x 1220mm x 4mm) on wooden frame. Approved.

16.

DM/19/01005/RM – Plot 10, 3 Bedroom detached bungalow with integrated garage
and off-street parking. Approved.

17.

DM/20/00044/RM – Plot 9, Reserved matters of appearance, landscaping, layout
and scale for erection of single residential dwelling. Approved.

18.

DM/20/00110/RM – Plot 11, Reserved Matters consisting Appearance, Scale,
Landscaping and Layout for one two storey detached dwelling. Approved.

19.

DM/20/01106/RM – Plot 8, Reserved matters application pursuant
DM/16/00871/OUT for erection of one detached dwelling. Approved.

20.

DM/20/01973/RM – Plot 7, Application for Reserved Matters consisting:
appearance, landscaping, layout and scale. Approved.

21.

DM/21/00251/RM – Plot 1, Approval of access, appearance, layout and scale for
proposed new dwelling and landscaping. Withdrawn under threat of refusal.

22.

DM/21/02516/RM – Plot 14, Approval of reserved matters (appearance,
landscaping, layout and scale) relating to planning permission DM/16/00871/OUT.
Refused, North Planning Committee, 28 September 2021.

23.

DM/21/02574/RM – Plot 12, Application for reserved matters consisting
appearance, landscaping, layout and scale from approval DM/19/00118/VOC.
Approved, North Planning Committee, 28 September 2021.

24.

1/1978/0038 - 5 The Paddock, Lanchester: Bedroom, living room. Approved.

25.

1/1984/0058 – 5 The Paddock, Lanchester: Bedroom extension. Approved.

26.

1/1988/0252 – 5 The Paddock, Lanchester. Study. Approved.

27.

DM/18/03814/FPA – 5 The Paddock, Lanchester. – Single storey rear extension.
Approved.

matters

for

outline

planning

permission

to
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PLANNING POLICY
NATIONAL POLICY
28.

The Government has consolidated all planning policy statements, guidance notes
and many circulars into a single policy statement, the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), although the majority of supporting Annexes to the planning
policy statements are retained. The overriding message is that new development
that is sustainable should go ahead without delay. It defines the role of planning in
achieving sustainable development under three topic headings – economic, social
and environmental, each mutually dependant.

29.

The NPPF requires local planning authorities to guide development towards
sustainable solutions whilst taking local circumstances into account, to reflect the
character, needs and opportunities of each area.

30.

The following elements of the NPPF are considered relevant to this proposal;

31.

NPPF Part 2 - Achieving sustainable development. The purpose of the planning
system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development and
therefore at the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable
development. It defines the role of planning in achieving sustainable development
under three overarching objectives – economic, social and environmental, which
are interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways. The
application of the presumption in favour of sustainable development for planmaking and decision-taking is outlined.

32.

NPPF Part 4 - Decision-making. Local planning authorities should approach
decisions on proposed development in a positive and creative way. They should
use the full range of planning tools available, including brownfield registers and
permission in principle, and work proactively with applicants to secure
developments that will improve the economic, social and environmental conditions
of the area. Decision-makers at every level should seek to approve applications
for sustainable development where possible.

33.

NPPF 5 - Delivering a sufficient supply of homes. To support the Government’s
objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is important that a
sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed, that the
needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land
with permission is developed without unnecessary delay.

34.

NPPF Part 8 - Promoting healthy and safe communities. Planning policies and
decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places which: promote
social interaction, including opportunities for meetings between people who might
not otherwise come into contact with each other, are safe and accessible, so that
crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality of life or
community cohesion and enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where
this would address identified local health and well-being needs.

35.

NPPF Part 9 - Promoting sustainable transport. Encouragement should be given
to solutions which support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and reduce
congestion. Developments that generate significant movement should be located
where the need to travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport
modes maximised.
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36.

NPPF Part 12 - Achieving well-designed places. The Government attaches great
importance to the design of the built environment, with good design a key aspect
of sustainable development, indivisible from good planning.

37.

NPPF Part 14 - Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal
change advises, ‘New development should be planned for in ways that: avoid
increased vulnerability to the range of impacts arising from climate change. When
new development is brought forward in areas which are vulnerable, care should
be taken to ensure that risks can be managed through suitable adaptation
measures…’.

38.

NPPF Part 15 - Conserving and enhancing the natural environment. Recognises
the wider benefits from natural capital and ecosystem services – including the
economic and other benefits of trees and woodland.

NATIONAL PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE:
39.

National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) both supports the core government
guidance set out in the NPPF, and represents detailed advice, both technical and
procedural, having material weight in its own right. The advice is set out in a
number of topic headings and is subject to change to reflect the up-to-date advice
of Ministers and Government.

40.

Of particular relevance to the consideration of this application is guidance for ‘Selfbuild and custom housebuilding’, last updated in February 2021. It advises: ‘selfbuild or custom build helps to diversify the housing market and increase consumer
choice. Self-build and custom housebuilders choose the design and layout of their
home and can be innovative in both its design and construction’.

LOCAL PLAN POLICY:
41.

The following policies in the Durham County Plan (adopted October 2020) are
relevant to the consideration of this application:

42.

Policy 19 (Type and Mix of Housing) advises that on new housing developments
the council will seek to secure an appropriate mix of dwelling types and sizes,
taking account of existing imbalances in the housing stock, site characteristics,
viability, economic and market considerations and the opportunity to facilitate selfbuild or custom build schemes.

43.

Policy 21 (Delivering Sustainable Transport) requires all development to deliver
sustainable transport by: delivering, accommodating and facilitating investment in
sustainable modes of transport; providing appropriate, well designed, permeable
and direct routes for all modes of transport; ensuring that any vehicular traffic
generated by new development can be safely accommodated; creating new or
improvements to existing routes and assessing potential increase in risk resulting
from new development in vicinity of level crossings. Development should have
regard to Parking and Accessibility Supplementary Planning Document.

44.

Policy 29 (Sustainable Design) requires all development proposals to achieve well
designed buildings and places having regard to SPD advice and sets out 18
elements for development to be considered acceptable, including: making positive
contribution to areas character, identity etc.; adaptable buildings; minimising
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greenhouse gas emissions and use of non-renewable resources; providing high
standards of amenity and privacy; contributing to healthy neighbourhoods; and
suitable landscape proposals. Provision for all new residential development to
comply with Nationally Described Space Standards, subject to transition period.
45.

Policy 31 (Amenity and Pollution) sets out that development will be permitted
where it can be demonstrated that there will be no unacceptable impact, either
individually or cumulatively, on health, living or working conditions or the natural
environment and that they can be integrated effectively with any existing business
and community facilities. Development will not be permitted where inappropriate
odours, noise, vibration and other sources of pollution cannot be suitably mitigated
against, as well as where light pollution is not suitably minimised. Permission will
not be granted for sensitive land uses near to potentially polluting development.
Similarly, potentially polluting development will not be permitted near sensitive
uses unless the effects can be mitigated.

46.

Relevant to policies 29 and 31 are the adopted Residential Amenity Standards
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) 2020, which sets out requirements to
ensure amenity and privacy through the use of separation distances and garden
lengths amongst other tools.

47.

Policy 35 (Water Management) requires all development proposals to consider the
effect of the proposed development on flood risk, both on-site and off-site,
commensurate with the scale and impact of the development and taking into
account the predicted impacts of climate change for the lifetime of the proposal.
All new development must ensure there is no net increase in surface water runoff
for the lifetime of the development. Amongst its advice, the policy advocates the
use of SuDS and aims to protect the quality of water.

48.

Policy 36 (Water Infrastructure) advocates a hierarchy of drainage options for the
disposal of foul water. Applications involving the use of non-mains methods of
drainage will not be permitted in areas where public sewerage exists. New
sewage and waste-water infrastructure will be approved unless the adverse
impacts outweigh the benefits of the infrastructure. Proposals seeking to mitigate
flooding in appropriate locations will be permitted though flood defence
infrastructure will only be permitted where it is demonstrated as being the most
sustainable response to the flood threat.

49.

Policy 40 (Trees, Woodlands and Hedges) states that proposals for new
development will not be permitted that would result in the loss of, or damage to,
trees, hedges or woodland of high landscape, amenity or biodiversity value unless
the benefits of the scheme clearly outweigh the harm. Proposals for new
development will be expected to retain existing trees and hedges or provide
suitable replacement planting.

LANCHESTER NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN:
50.
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There has been a change in National Planning legislation which now states that
local people may wish to influence development in their area through the
preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan (Localism Act 2012). The Lanchester
Neighbourhood Plan provides the local community with a powerful tool to guide
the long-term future of Lanchester Parish for the period 2019 to 2034. The Plan
contains a vision for the future and sets out clear planning policies to realise this
vision. The Vision and Objectives for the Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan were

developed following community consultation in 2015 and subsequently endorsed
in a second Parish wide consultation in 2016.
51.

The Neighbourhood Plan sets out a Vision and Objectives, with topics including
Design of New Development, Historic Environment and Green Space and the
Rural Environment.

52.

Policy LNP2 - Design of New Development requires that proposals for built
development should demonstrate that the following criteria have been taken into
account: that Design, Layout and Appearance. Positively responds to the local
vernacular, materials and landscape features including green spaces and trees; It
is of a scale and density that reflect the rural character and setting of the
development; it integrates into the Built Setting, delivering accessible and wellconnected environments that meet the needs of users; it provides a mix of
housing types to provide flexibility for diverse family structures and styles of living
and an ageing population, in accordance with the policies in the County Durham
Plan; and demonstrates how they have had regard to a specified list of local
design guidance, including the ‘Guide to Significant Aspects of Local Character’
within the Plan document.

The above represents a summary of those policies considered most relevant in the Development Plan the full
text, criteria, and justifications of each may be accessed at
https://www.durham.gov.uk/media/34069/County-Durham-Plan-adopted-2020/pdf/CountyDurhamPlanAdopted2020vDec2020.pdf?m=637424969331400000

CONSULTATION AND PUBLICITY RESPONSES
STATUTORY RESPONSES:
53.

Highways have raised no objection to the proposals.

INTERNAL CONSULTEE RESPONSES:
54.

The County Tree Officer has submitted a standard response noting the lack of
detailed tree surveys and protection plans with the application.

PUBLIC RESPONSES:
55.

Three letters of consultation were sent out. 6 responses have been received from
three dwellings, Lanchester Parish Council and the ‘Campaign for Rural
Lanchester’. All object.

56.

Neighbours feel the proposal is too large for the plot and will overlook adjacent
gardens and dwellings. It is suggested it is moved southwards on the plot to
create a precedent for later applications. Noting the presence of the protected
trees, the dwelling is considered likely to ‘severely diminish’ light available to the
existing dwellings. With the protected trees having high canopies there will be
clear views and overlooking between the respective dwellings. Bungalows are
suggested as more in keeping with existing properties. Reduced ceiling heights
are also suggested, as are conditions to ensure bathroom windows are obscure
glazed in perpetuity.
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57.

One correspondent considers the formerly edge of settlement tree belt at The
Paddock to have ‘visual amenity value’ to the community’ which will be lost if
obscured by a large new dwelling.

58.

A discrepancy between submitted plans is claimed in the position of 5 The
Paddock.

59.

Part summarised, Lanchester Parish Council comment that the dwellings in The
Paddock are all single storey and understand that this was a requirement when
the dwellings were built to ensure that the properties were sympathetic to the
settlement. The Parish Council is extremely concerned about the planning
applications for this 14-plot site which has to date seen several planning
applications coming forward for dwellings of an enormous and inappropriate scale
for the size of the plot and its setting. Within the existing Humberhill estate,
development in the adjacent roads are predominately bungalows.

60.

The Parish Council wish to raise the very strongest objection to this application due
to its scale and impact on existing dwellings and residents. There will be a
detrimental impact due to: loss of light, overlooking, visual amenity, landscaping
and impact on trees, all of which are material planning considerations.

61.

This large imposing development would cause an unacceptable loss of privacy and
harm to the amenity of existing residents. The proposed construction is 10m in
height and almost fills the site from one side to the other. In addition, this
development would have an unacceptable effect on privacy and loss of amenity to
new neighbours on plots 2 and 4. The proposed dwelling has a number of first
floor bedroom windows which will look directly into neighbours properties and
gardens.

62.

The development application does not achieve the SPD’s stated objectives. The
development will significantly impact on privacy, amenity value and light of existing
dwellings. The Paddock comprises completely single storey bungalows with
significant space between dwellings. The proposed development does not
provide the space required to reflect the semi-rural character of the dwellings in
The Paddock. The existing built plots are very varied with no consistency or coordination in design.

63.

The Campaign for Rural Lanchester ‘object to the proposed planning application
above because of its scale and its totally inappropriate intrusion on the privacy of
those bungalows in The Paddock particularly numbers 5 and 6’, asking for all
remaining plots on the north boundary to be single storey to match The Paddock.

APPLICANT’S STATEMENT
64.
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The proposed site is Plot 03 of The Pastures development in Lanchester. The Plot
lies towards the bottom of the development facing South and is opposite Plot 06
which is not yet built. The Plot is 723sq.m in size, however when taking into
consideration the tree protection area along the Northern boundary, the buildable
area is reduced to 609sq.m. The site borders the gardens of No 5 & No 6 The
Paddock, and the rear portion of “Greystones” garden on Ford Road. All gardens
are separated by a band of TPO trees between the properties. The applicants
have developed the design with the oversite of the planning officer to secure his
support.

65.

The Plot 03 house design has been carefully considered in terms of its massing
and scale to respect the fall across the site as a whole so as not to overbear Plot 4
which sits approximately 2 metres below Plot 3. The existing trees subject to TPO
that provide separation from the neighbours to the north; by virtue of their location,
height, and foliage density, provide privacy but also reduce light into the existing
properties. This design took care not to impact further on the light levels of 5 & 6
The Paddock by exceeding minimum separation distances to 34m to 6 The
Paddock and around 30m to 6 The Paddock. Privacy is further increased as the
new Plot 03 property will also be angled away from the existing bungalows in the
Paddock development.

66.

The topography of Plot 03 has a difference of approximately 1.8m from the western
boundary falling to the eastern boundary where it adjoins Plot 04. The proposal
has been designed to reflect the site contours by stepping down the floor and the
roof line across the width of the plot. Similarly, the 2.5 storey approach adopted for
the houses within the Pastures on the Southern portion of the development has
not been copied with this design instead restricted to 2 stories in the main with a
lower 1.5 storey portion closest to lower neighbouring plot.

67.

It should be noted that this application seeks only to address Reserved Matters for
Plot 03 and as such we believe the proposed design in line with the original vision
and existing planning approval for The Pastures.

68.

The design is sympathetic to the immediate surroundings and seeks to meet the
applicant’s requirement for a traditional family home with ambulant access to the
village amenities and the growing vibrant community that Lanchester is well
known for.

The above is not intended to list every point made and represents a summary of the comments received on
this application. The full written text is available for inspection on the application file which can be viewed at:
https://publicaccess.durham.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=R0JM3ZGDIOM00

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS AND ASSESSMENT
The Principle of the Development
69.

Having regard to the requirements of Section 38(6) of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 the relevant Development Plan policies, relevant
guidance and all other material planning considerations, including representations
received, noting the principle of development has been accepted by the Outline
consent, it is considered that the main planning issues in this instance relate to the
detailed implications of scale, character, appearance and effects on privacy and
amenity.

The Development Plan
70.

The County Durham Plan 2020 was adopted in October that year, with the policies
therein fully up to date in terms of the required consistency with the NPPF. The
NPPF and NPPG guidance is a material consideration in its own right. The
Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan 2019 – 2034, was ‘made' (adopted) in June 2021
and now has material weight in the decision-making process.
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71.

It is noted that the policy context against which the original application and
subsequent agreement of site details and individual plots had gradually changed
since that original consent in 2017. The outline approval by the Planning
Inspectorate was assessed against the requirements of the Derwentside District
Local Plan 1997, with subsequent applications assessed against emerging weight
being given to the County Durham Plan. The County Plan is now in full force and
Neighbourhood Plan is also now relevant and forms part of the Development Plan.

Scale, Character and Appearance
72.

In allowing the appeal for the overall development the Planning Inspector imposed
conditions and restrictions on the extent of the approval granted. If strict design
codes or restrictions in scale were considered required, these could have been
imposed at that time. Instead, the Inspector noted, ‘these would all be
appropriately addressed as part of any future reserved matters application rather
than at this stage’.

73.

The application proposes a modern 5-bedroom dwelling in the form of a simple
rectangular block with an attached side garage at a lower level which includes a
bedroom in its roof structure. The main block is two storeys high, with no rooflights
proposed. The side garage has a flat-roofed dormer window to the front and three
rooflights to the rear, one of which serves an en-suite wc/shower.

74.

The proposal is for a large two storey dwelling. Noting the Parish Council
complains at a lack of consistency and coordination in the design approach to the
site, Officers have on this site taken the approach that the application site is within
a plot-build development where self-builders would expect and be expected to
express individual design choices, particularly in the absence of a conditioned
design code. This reflects Government advice as outlined above.

75.

Officers have been of the opinion that as the overall development will be seen in
the public domain in mainly longer views, it is the materials palette, and the roofs
in particular which is where consistency has been sought, that will help visually
bring the overall development of the different plots together. It is worth noting that
public and long-distance views of this part of the overall development site are
highly restricted by the extended gardens of West Park, to the south, and the
large, detached two storey dwellings fronting Ford Road to the east.

76.

To this end a range of elevational treatments, scales and massing is, within reason
considered acceptable. The predominant materials in this part of the existing
settlement are buff bricks, brown concrete roof tiles on shallow pitched roofs, and
render and plain hung tile panels, giving a strong 1960s/70s appearance. The few
vernacular buildings are stone with slate roofs. The proposal is for a traditionally
referenced appearance, using a multi coloured brick with a cast stone features.
The roof will be dark grey. Fenestration is proposed cream in colour. Openings will
be vertically proportioned, roofs are steeply pitched and detailing such as gable
finials is proposed. Traditionally referenced in appearance, the elevational and
materials approach are concluded acceptable.

77.

The Parish Council write that, ‘the proposed development does not provide the
space required to reflect the semi-rural character of the dwellings in The Paddock’,
whilst Policy LNP2 of the Neighbourhood Plan advises for the Scale and
Character of new development, requiring ‘it is of a scale and density that reflect
the rural character and setting of the development’. Officers opine that The
Paddock is a very low-density but urban development characteristic of its time and
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point out for the specific wording of the Policy that the site is landlocked and does
not share a boundary with a rural environment. The Paddock is significantly lower
in density to the contemporary estates to the north, and to the development to
date in The Pastures. Such a low-density development would not be considered
appropriate for a modern housing scheme.
78.

The dwellings in The Paddock no longer form the settlement boundary. The
Paddock has always shared a boundary with the large, detached dwellings in Ford
Road, to the east and two storey dwellings in Middlewood Road, Humberhill.
Officers are of the opinion that a hierarchy of development is appropriate across
the site, with single storey appropriate if desired – as approved at plot 10 – but in
general approach, an overall two storey character is appropriate.

79.

In addition to privacy implications, which will be discussed below, the separation
distances set out in the Residential Amenity Standards SPD also seek to ensure
that the relationships between dwellings will not be overbearing nor result in
significant loss of outlook or light. With the proposal appearing level with 5 The
Paddock and clearly lower than the floor level of 6 The Paddock, the proposed
distances between existing and proposed structures, and with separation between
the two-storey element of the proposed dwelling and its side boundaries are such
that reasonable expectations of light and outlook to a level required by the Policy
are met.

80.

To this end the scale, character and appearance of the development is not
considered contrary to the requirements of the Neighbourhood Plan Policy, Policy
29 of the County Durham Plan and part 12 of the Framework.

Residential Privacy and Amenity
81.

The aforementioned Residential Amenity Guide SPD is also the appropriate tool
for assessing Residential Privacy issues. The required separation distances are
21m between dwellings that involve an element of two storey design, as in this
case. There is advice for differences in levels, but there is none for angled
relationships. Reasonable separations are also set by the requirement for a 9m
garden length.

82.

The proposed dwelling has a rear garden length varying from 9.6m to 10.8m in
length. It is noted that the SPD requirement is for a 9m length. Whilst the
application site has been levelled and falls towards the rear boundary, the rear
garden of 5 The Paddock displays a tall wooden fence on top of a small retaining
wall. The heights of 5 the Paddock and the development site look broadly
comparable. Having reviewed and compared the applicant’s plans, those of the
application to extend 5 The Paddock in 2018 referred to in the History section of
this report, and the Council’s GIS mapping system, there appears to be a
proposed separation distance of around 30m between the proposed dwelling and
5 The Paddock. Notwithstanding the differences in scale between the large 2
storey dwelling proposed and the facing existing bungalow, this distance is
considered to exceed the require 21m separation by such a significant margin as
to allay all reasonable fears for privacy.

83.

There is a similar, and angled, relationship to the rear of 6 The Paddock, which,
with the floor level of that dwelling raised above the slope of the land, sits at a
level above that of the proposal.
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84.

Expectations for privacy within garden areas are set in large degree by the 9m
garden length requirement in the SPD. There will be an effect on the privacy the
existing bungalows have enjoyed to date, but in terms of reasonable expectations
of residential amenity in outdoor areas, the proposals are Policy compliant.

85.

Whilst the proposed dwelling is tall, at 10m the garden length proposed gives the
separation required to confirm loss of light to the facing dwellings will not be an
issue. The distance between the proposed two storey element of the proposal to
the two side boundaries is sufficient to ‘futureproof’ the relationship to adjacent
plots, and to give a visual break between adjacent plots’ development to allow for
separation ensuring that the existing dwellings will not be presented an unbroken
line of new development.

86.

Given that the detailed relationships between the existing and proposed dwellings
is critical, it is proposed to remove permitted development rights for extensions
and garden structures, as on other plots, to give the Council control over potential
alterations.

Highway Safety
87.

Highway safety issues have largely been dealt with through the Outline consent
and subsequent Variation of Condition and Discharge of Condition applications.
The development provides sufficient space to meet County Highways Standard
off-street parking to meet County Highways Standards, with Highways Officers
asking for submission of a plan to show this. On this basis the proposals are
considered compliant with the requirements of part 9 of the Framework and Policy
21 of the County Plan.

Trees
88.

Whilst the County Tree Officer notes a lack of tree surveys and protection plans,
this reflects the fact that the trees on the north boundary have already been
surveyed and protected by the consents on the outline consent. With the length of
the rear garden proposed and the resultant separation to the trees will ensure no
direct relationship. The existing conditions remain during the course of each
development with the existing British Standard root protection zone fencing
required in place during construction works.

89.

Objectors complain at a loss of amenity value within the village from the changed
relationship of built development to the trees. This is in large part implicit from the
grant of the outline consent, with the scale of buildings adjacent or set within the
trees including existing two storey dwellings in both Ford Road and the Humberhill
Estate on the east and west boundaries of The Paddock.

90.

In term of the requirements of Policy 40 of the County Plan – Trees, Woodland
and Hedges – the proposal is considered acceptable.

Other Issues
91.
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Conditions applied to the Outline consent apply to each of the individual plots.
Therefore, the requested drainage condition is already in place led by conditions 5
and 6 of approval DM/16/00871/OUT. Each developer must carry out their part of
the agreed scheme. Requirements of the existing Sustainability Condition require
additional attention by the applicants. ‘Informatives’ attached to an approval can
be applied to remind the individual developers of their responsibilities to the

remaining and overarching conditions applied to previous consents that they are
bound by.
92.

An alleged discrepancy on the plans is as a result of the location and site plans
being of a different scale and nature.

93.

Officers have also assessed the proposals to ensure that there are no aspects for
Human Rights or of diversity or equality that would influence the decision in
addition to the above assessments, concluding in this instance the proposals are
acceptable.

CONCLUSION
94.

With Outline consent in place, the detailed assessments required by the
Development Plan Framework: i.e. The County Durham Plan and the Lanchester
Village Neighbourhood Plan of matters of scale, character, appearance and
effects on residential amenity and privacy, informed by the National Planning
Policy Framework and Planning Policy Guidance are set out above.

95.

The Policy Framework has evolved significantly from the granting of Outline
consent, and Officers have sought to give this appropriate regarding in terms of
consistency whilst meeting legal requirements. The opinions expressed against
the proposal have been considered and given due regard, but ultimately, where
effectively trying to impose additional restrictions on development not intended by
the Planning Inspector, and now, inconsistent with other approvals on the same
site, and are not considered sustainable for the suggested refusal.

96.

The separation between the existing and proposed dwellings as proposed
exceeds the Policy requirement and meets reasonable expectations for privacy
between dwellings backing onto each other. Said separation also addresses
potential for loss of light.

97.

The dwelling is large but sits within a plot layout with proportionate front and rear
gardens for scale.

98.

It is concluded that for these principal issues, and the detailed issues assessed
above, the proposals are acceptable and can be argued to be Policy compliant.

RECOMMENDATION
99.

That the application be APPROVED subject to the following conditions:
1. The development must be begun not later than the expiration of two years from the
final approval of the reserved matters.
Reason: Required to be imposed pursuant to Section 92 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 as amended by the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004.
2. The development hereby approved shall be carried out in strict accordance with the
approved plans listed in Part 3 - Approved Plans.
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Reason: To define the consent and ensure that a satisfactory form of development is
obtained in accordance with Policies 21, 29, 31, 35, 36, and 40 of the Durham
County Plan, 2020, Policy LNP2 of the Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan 2021 and
parts 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14 and 15 of the National Planning Policy Framework.
3. External building materials used must be wholly in accordance with those specified in
the submitted Design and Access Statement.
Reason: In the interests of the appearance of the area and to comply with Policy 29
of the County Durham Plan and Part 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework.
The condition is required pre-commencement to ensure that the visual impacts from
the development are controlled from the outset, maintaining the character of the
area.
4. Means of enclosure and retaining structures must be constructed in wholly
accordance with the details shown on plan CID-2021-009-A099 Rev.B.
Reason: In the interests of the appearance of the area and to comply with Policy 29
of the County Durham Plan and Part 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework.
5. The vehicular hard-surfacing areas hereby approved must be built of a permeable
construction and retained in permeable construction in perpetuity.
Reason: To assist in the Sustainable Drainage of the site, as required by part 14 of
the NPPF.
6. The existing Root Protection Zone fencing, as constructed to BS 5837 2012 must
remain in situ throughout the build and only removed when all construction activity
has finished.
Reason: To ensure protection and longevity trees adjacent the site protected by
Preservation Order, as required by Policy 40 of the Durham County Plan and part 15
of the Framework and is therefore required pre-commencement.
7. Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 2, Part 1, Classes A, B, E, F, Part 2, and
Class A of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order
2015 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting that Order) details of any enlargement,
improvement or other alteration to the dwelling hereby approved and any buildings,
and boundary markers within and around the curtilage of the dwelling house(s) shall
be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order that the Local Planning Authority may exercise further control in this
locality in the interests of the visual amenity of the area and to comply with Policy 31
of the County Durham Plan.
8. The rear elevation en-suite wc window must be installed and retained in perpetuity
as obscured glazing to a minimum of level 3 on the Pilkington Obsuration scale.
Reason: In the interests of the residential amenity of 8 The Paddock in accordance
with Policy 31 of the County Durham Plan.

STATEMENT OF PROACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
100.
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In accordance with Article 35(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015, the Local Planning Authority has,
without prejudice to a fair and objective assessment of the proposals, issues
raised and representations received, sought to work with the applicant in a
positive and proactive manner with the objective of delivering high quality
sustainable development to improve the economic, social and environmental
conditions of the area in accordance with the NPPF.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
The National Planning Policy Framework (2021)
National Planning Practice Guidance Notes
Durham County Plan 2020
Lanchester Village Neighbourhood Plan June 2021
European Convention on Human Rights, Articles 8
Equality Act 2010
Statutory, internal and public consultation responses
Submitted forms, plans and supporting documents
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Planning Services
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the
permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her majesty’s
Stationary Office © Crown copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and
may lead to prosecution or civil proceeding.
Durham County Council Licence No. 100022202 2005
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DM/21/03477/RM
Reserved matters for Plot 3: appearance,
landscaping, layout, materials, and scale of
the residential development
Comments

Date November 2021

Scale NTS

Agenda Item 5c

Planning Services

COMMITTEE REPORT
APPLICATION DETAILS
APPLICATION NO:
FULL APPLICATION
DESCRIPTION:
NAME OF APPLICANT:

ADDRESS:

ELECTORAL DIVISION:

CASE OFFICER:

DM/21/03035/FPA
Demolition of timber frame and replace with steel
frame under corrugated iron single pitched roof with
recycled corrugated iron and timber boarding side
cladding for the storage of agricultural machinery used
in conjunction with the existing livestock farm.
Mr T Barrass
Horsleyhope Mill
Healeyfield Lane
Horsleyhope
Consett
DH8 9DA
Lanchester
Sarah Seabury
Planning Officer
Telephone: 03000 261 393
sarah.seabury@durham.gov.uk

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND PROPOSALS
The Site
1.

The application site is located to the south of Horsleyhope Mill between Healeyfield
Lane (C16) to the west and Horsleyhope Burn to the east. There is an old stone
building to the north and Public Right of Way Muggleswick Footpath 1 to the south.
The application site is located within the North Pennines AONB.

2.

The site is currently occupied by an old store building which is in poor condition.

The Proposal
3.

It is proposed to demolish the existing structure and to construct a new storage building
measuring 6.4m by 13.8m with a maximum height of 3.9m. It would have a monopitched roof, double sliding doors to the western elevation facing the road and a single
door to the south. It would be finished in recycled metal sheeting to the roof, eastern,
northern and southern elevations and timber cladding to the western elevation. The
main access doors to the western elevation would be timber in construction. The
building would be used to store farming equipment.

4.

This application is reported to Committee at the request of Muggleswick Parish
Council, in the event of a recommendation for refusal as they feel that the proposal
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has been carefully designed to be in keeping with the area and its immediate setting
and therefore support the proposal.

PLANNING HISTORY
5.

DM/21/01125/FPA - Demolition of store building and erection of new building for
agricultural machinery storage purposes at Horsleyhope Mill, Healeyfield Lane,
Horsleyhope, Consett, DH8 9DA. The application was withdrawn following a site
meeting to discuss possible options for the storage building.

PLANNING POLICY
NATIONAL POLICY
6.

The Government has consolidated all planning policy statements, guidance notes and
many circulars into a single policy statement, the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), although the majority of supporting Annexes to the planning policy statements
are retained. The overriding message is that new development that is sustainable
should go ahead without delay. It defines the role of planning in achieving sustainable
development under three topic headings – economic, social and environmental, each
mutually dependant.

7.

The NPPF requires local planning authorities to guide development towards
sustainable solutions whilst taking local circumstances into account, to reflect the
character, needs and opportunities of each area.

8.

The following elements of the NPPF are considered relevant to this proposal;

9.

NPPF Part 2 - Achieving sustainable development. The purpose of the planning
system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development and therefore
at the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. It
defines the role of planning in achieving sustainable development under three
overarching objectives – economic, social and environmental, which are
interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways. The application
of the presumption in favour of sustainable development for plan-making and decisiontaking is outlined.

10.

NPPF Part 4 - Decision-making. Local planning authorities should approach decisions
on proposed development in a positive and creative way. They should use the full
range of planning tools available, including brownfield registers and permission in
principle, and work proactively with applicants to secure developments that will
improve the economic, social and environmental conditions of the area. Decisionmakers at every level should seek to approve applications for sustainable development
where possible.

11.

NPPF Part 6 - Building a strong, competitive economy. The Government is committed
to securing economic growth in order to create jobs and prosperity, building on the
country’s inherent strengths, and to meeting the twin challenges of global competition
and a low carbon future.

12.

NPPF Part 9 - Promoting sustainable transport. Encouragement should be given to
solutions which support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and reduce
congestion. Developments that generate significant movement should be located
where the need to travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport modes
maximised.
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13.

NPPF Part 11 - Making effective use of land. Planning policies and decisions should
promote an effective use of land in meeting the need for homes and other uses, while
safeguarding and improving the environment and ensuring safe and healthy living
conditions. Strategic policies should set out a clear strategy for accommodating
objectively assessed needs, in a way that makes as much use as possible of
previously-developed or ‘brownfield’ land.

14.

NPPF Part 12 - Achieving well-designed places. The Government attaches great
importance to the design of the built environment, with good design a key aspect of
sustainable development, indivisible from good planning.

15.

NPPF Part 14 - Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change.
The planning system should support the transition to a low carbon future in a changing
climate, taking full account of flood risk and coastal change. It should help to: shape
places in ways that contribute to radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions,
minimise vulnerability and improve resilience; encourage the reuse of existing
resources, including the conversion of existing buildings; and support renewable and
low carbon energy and associated infrastructure.

16.

NPPF Part 15 - Conserving and enhancing the natural environment. The Planning
System should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by
protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, geological conservation interests,
recognising the wider benefits of ecosystems, minimising the impacts on biodiversity,
preventing both new and existing development from contributing to or being put at
unacceptable risk from pollution and land stability and remediating contaminated or
other degraded land where appropriate.

17.

NPPF Part 16 - Conserving and enhancing the historic environment. Heritage assets
range from sites and buildings of local historic value to those of the highest
significance, such as World Heritage Sites which are internationally recognised to be
of Outstanding Universal Value. These assets are an irreplaceable resource, and
should be conserved in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they can be
enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of existing and future generations.

NATIONAL PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE:
18.

National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) both supports the core government
guidance set out in the NPPF, and represents detailed advice, both technical and
procedural, having material weight in its own right. The advice is set out in a number
of topic headings and is subject to change to reflect the up to date advice of Ministers
and Government.

LOCAL PLAN POLICY:
19.

The following policies in the Durham County Plan (adopted October 2020) are relevant
to the consideration of this application:

20.

Policy 10 (Development in the Countryside) states that development will not be
permitted unless allowed for by specific policies in the Plan or Neighbourhood Plan or
unless it relates to exceptions for development necessary to support economic
development, infrastructure development or development of existing buildings. The
policy further sets out 9 General Design Principles for all development in the
Countryside. Provision for economic development includes: agricultural or rural land
based enterprise; undertaking of non-commercial agricultural activity adjacent to
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applicant’s residential curtilage. All development to be of design and scale suitable for
intended use and well related to existing development.
21.

Policy 21 (Delivering Sustainable Transport) requires all development to deliver
sustainable transport by: delivering, accommodating and facilitating investment in
sustainable modes of transport; providing appropriate, well designed, permeable and
direct routes for all modes of transport; ensuring that any vehicular traffic generated
by new development can be safely accommodated; creating new or improvements to
existing routes and assessing potential increase in risk resulting from new
development in vicinity of level crossings. Development should have regard to Parking
and Accessibility Supplementary Planning Document.

22.

Policy 26 (Green Infrastructure) states that development will be expected to maintain
and protect, and where appropriate improve, the County’s green infrastructure
network. Advice is provided on the circumstances in which existing green infrastructure
may be lost to development, the requirements of new provision within development
proposals and advice in regard to public rights of way.

23.

Policy 29 (Sustainable Design) requires all development proposals to achieve well
designed buildings and places having regard to SPD advice and sets out 18 elements
for development to be considered acceptable, including: making positive contribution
to areas character, identity etc.; adaptable buildings; minimising greenhouse gas
emissions and use of non-renewable resources; providing high standards of amenity
and privacy; contributing to healthy neighbourhoods; and suitable landscape
proposals.

24.

Policy 31 (Amenity and Pollution) sets out that development will be permitted where it
can be demonstrated that there will be no unacceptable impact, either individually or
cumulatively, on health, living or working conditions or the natural environment and
that they can be integrated effectively with any existing business and community
facilities. Development will not be permitted where inappropriate odours, noise,
vibration and other sources of pollution cannot be suitably mitigated against, as well
as where light pollution is not suitably minimised. Permission will not be granted for
sensitive land uses near to potentially polluting development. Similarly, potentially
polluting development will not be permitted near sensitive uses unless the effects can
be mitigated.

25.

Policy 35 (Water Management) requires all development proposals to consider the
effect of the proposed development on flood risk, both on-site and off-site,
commensurate with the scale and impact of the development and taking into account
the predicted impacts of climate change for the lifetime of the proposal. All new
development must ensure there is no net increase in surface water runoff for the
lifetime of the development.

26.

Policy 38 (North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty) states that the AONB
will be conserved and enhanced with great weight given to conserving landscape and
scenic beauty. Development will be permitted where it is not, individually or
cumulatively, harmful to the special qualities or statutory purposes of the AONB.

27.

Policy 38 requires that development should be designed and managed to the highest
environmental standards and have regard to the conservation priorities and desired
outcomes of the North Pennines AONB Management Plan and to the guidance given
in the North Pennines AONB Planning Guidelines, the North Pennines AONB Building
Design Guide and the North Pennines AONB Moorland Tracks and Access Roads
Planning Guidance Note.
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28.

Policy 39 (Landscape) states that proposals for new development will only be
permitted where they would not cause unacceptable harm to the character, quality or
distinctiveness of the landscape, or to important features or views. Proposals are
expected to incorporate appropriate mitigation measures where adverse impacts
occur. Development affecting Areas of Higher landscape Value will only be permitted
where it conserves and enhances the special qualities, unless the benefits of the
development clearly outweigh its impacts.

29.

Policy 44 (Historic Environment) seeks to ensure that developments should contribute
positively to the built and historic environment and seek opportunities to enhance and,
where appropriate, better reveal the significance and understanding of heritage assets.
The policy advises on when harm or total loss of the significance of heritage assets
can be accepted and the circumstances/levels of public benefit which must apply in
those instances.

The above represents a summary of those policies considered most relevant in the Development Plan the full
text, criteria, and justifications of each may be accessed at
https://www.durham.gov.uk/article/3266/Development-Plan-for-County-Durham

CONSULTATION AND PUBLICITY RESPONSES
EXTERNAL CONSULTEE RESPONSES:
30.

Environment Agency – No objection subject to a condition requiring the proposed
building to be designed to flood and allow the passage of water.

31.

AONB – No comments received.

INTERNAL CONSULTEE RESPONSES:
32.

Landscape - There is insufficient information regarding the existing and proposed site
sections in relation to the watercourse and neighbouring stone-built building and how
it is going to be reconciled the existing landform. However, the repositioning of the
building does not address the previously expressed concerns regarding the scale and
design of such a building in this location. It is considered that the proposal would
constitute inappropriate development which will have adverse landscape impacts due
to the design, form, scale and appearance of the proposed and will appear
incongruous in its setting and out of keeping with the character of the area.

33.

Design and Conservation – The stone building which would sit adjacent to that
proposed is considered to be a non-designated heritage asset both in its own right as
a relatively intact example of a building present on the first edition OS plan of 1860 but
also as part of the wider mill complex which sits in a very attractive waterside location
by virtue of the former use. The 1860 OS plan identifies this as a corn mill, however,
it appears to be disused by 1898 making the survival of the building even more
surprising. The scale, design and materials would combine to be harmful to the entire
setting of the complex of building and therefore harmful to the surrounding landscape
which is so much a part of the functional location selected in the first place. The
proposal is considered to be contrary to Policy 44 of the adopted County Durham Plan
and as such is unacceptable in the current form. The repositioning of the building does
not address the previously expressed concerns regarding the scale and design of such
a building in this landscape context.

34.

Ecology – No objection

35.

Environmental Health Nuisance Action – No objection
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36.

Rights of Way – No objection subject to the access to Muggleswick Footpath 1 is not
affected.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION:
37.

Three letters of public consultation were sent out to nearby residents. A single letter of
representation was received from the Parish Council in support of the application. The
letter states that the Parish Council consider that the building has been carefully
designed to be in keeping with the area and its immediate setting.

APPLICANTS STATEMENT:
38.

I have been asked to prepare an applicant’s statement in preparation of determination
of the planning application to demolish a redundant building and replace with a mono
pitch steel portal frame machinery store clad in corrugated iron and timber boarding.

39.

Demolition of timber frame corrugated iron and timber clad store and replace with steel
frame under corrugated iron single pitch roof agricultural machinery store (13.72m x
6.10m) to provide covered secure storage of machinery used in conjunction with the
existing livestock farm.

40.

The intended use of the building is to store existing high value machinery for example
tractor, 14ft livestock trailer, 8 tonne tipping trailer, grass cutter, grass tedder, grass
rake, bailer, pasture topper and post knocker being the main items. Some of these
items are longer than 6.10m, therefore the building is designed with two points of
access, one on the west elevation and the other on the south elevation, with this
access point allowing machinery to be reversed into the building down its length.

41.

The proposed storage building will be located partly on the site of an existing redundant
store and is designed to make use of the existing hardstanding and upgrade the
existing store to be more suitable in size for the storage of modern agricultural
machinery. The proposed building is designed to be clad in recycled corrugated iron
painted black, with the rear (roadside west elevation) clad with double boarded
tanalised timber vertical cladding, both materials are taken from the existing store to
assist in its appearance and interaction into the conservation area and are of
agriculture nature typical of the area.

42.

The site is also chosen to be concealed from the wider viewing points of the AONB,
for example the C2C Waskerley Way and the site can be only viewed from the public
highway or the public footpath for approximately 100m when travelling past
Horsleyhope Mill on Healeyfield Lane on the public highway or walking along the public
footpath adjacent to the site due to the topography of the immediate area.

43.

Following consultation with Ms Sarah Seabury regarding the previous withdrawn
application under reference DM/21/01125/FPA, the building has been moved
southwest to ensure there is no interaction with the non-designated heritage asset in
the form of the existing building to the existing byre with loft above to the north, while
also being subservient to this building but maintaining a link to the existing farm
steading and access points to the farmland without creating sporadic linear
development.

44.

There have been alternative sites considered for the positioning of the building,
however due to the topography of the area, existing trees, the location of the
Horsleyhope Burn and all other areas lying within a flood risk area (please see flood
risk map on the Flood Risk Assessment) which regularly flood, there is no other
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suitable site on the holding without moving the building into open countryside away
from the existing building range and causing greater impact in the Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty as well as causing a significant security issue, for the high value
machinery, which is proposed to be stored in the building.
45.

It is concluded that the building is designed very carefully and position in site which
has minimal impact on the landscape, while dealing with a constrained site due to
topography and flooding from the Horsleyhope Burn, the topography particularly
assists with reducing the impact of the building on the AONB. The applicant and
immediate family have developed the property in the AONB over that last 38 years and
effectively resulting in the way the immediate setting looks. There is no intention of
spoiling the AONB or the area that we live and would not be making an application if
this was the case, having carefully considered the design and location taking this into
account. However, without gaining the appropriate approval the applicant and family
will have no choice to purchase temporary storage shipping containers and wagon
bodies and position them on the site to protect their business assets in the form of
agricultural machinery, which will certainly have a detriment to the AONB and
immediate landscape setting.

The above is not intended to list every point made and represents a summary of the comments received on
this application. The full written text is available for inspection on the application file which can be
viewed at https://publicaccess.durham.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=summary&keyVal=QYOY30GDHZP00

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS AND ASSESSMENT
46.

As identified in Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 the
key consideration in the determination of a planning application is the development
plan. Applications should be determined in accordance with the development plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The main considerations in regard
to this application are the principle of the development, impact on the AONB and
landscape, impact on the non-designated heritage asset and design, flood risk, impact
on the right or way and residential amenity.

The Principle of the Development
47.

The NPPF paragraph 84 supports the sustainable growth and expansion of all types
of business and enterprise in rural areas. In addition, Policy 10(a) supports
development in the countryside when it supports an existing enterprise subject to
design principles. The applicants currently operate a farm business from the land and
the proposed storage building would be utilised for this ongoing operation. The
principle of a replacement storage building is therefore considered to be acceptable
under Policy 10(a).

Impact on the AONB and Landscape
48.

Part 15 of the NPPF states that the planning system should contribute to and enhance
the natural and local environment by, among other things, protecting and enhancing
valued landscapes. It goes on to give great weight to the conservation and
enhancement of landscape and scenic beauty within Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB) and this is supported by Policy 38 of the County Durham Plan. The
scale and extent of development within the AONB should be limited, sensitively located
and designed to avoid or minimise adverse impacts. Policy 39 of the County Durham
Plan advises that new development will only be permitted where it would not cause
unacceptable harm to the character, quality or distinctiveness of the landscape, or
important features or views. Furthermore, Policy 10(l) of the County Durham Plan
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requires development to not give rise to unacceptable harm to the heritage, intrinsic
character, beauty or tranquillity of the countryside unless it can be appropriately
mitigated.
49.

The application site is located within the North Pennines AONB in a prominent position
next to Healeyfield Lane (C16) and Public Right of Way Muggleswick Footpath 1. The
application site slopes to the northeast towards the old stone building and south and
east towards Horsleyhope Burn. In addition, the Landscape Officer has advised that
the proposed location of the building would likely require an extension of the level
platform southeast towards the burn due to erosion. Part NB5 of the AONB Building
Design Guide advises that aspects of topography, orientation and views into and from
the site, accessibility, and impact on surrounding buildings and public spaces should
be fully considered and that this should be demonstrated within the submission.

50.

The applicant has not provided any site sections, finished levels or information with
regard to how the building would be reconciled with these gradients or required
earthworks, how the building would be accessed from the southern door or the
relationship between the proposed building with the neighbouring old stone building.
These details are required to determine the full extent of the impact of the proposal on
the character of the landscape and AONB.

51.

Nevertheless, in terms of the information provided, the proposed building would be
located over the footprint of the existing building but would extend both north and
south. The existing building has a footprint of approximately 14sq.m whilst the
proposed building has external dimensions of 6.4m by 13.8m resulting in a footprint of
approximately 88.3sq.m which is over 6x larger. The storage building would be located
on a relatively narrow strip of land (approximately 12m width) between the road to the
west and the burn to the east. Its positioning and size would locate the structure closer
than the current building to both the burn and the existing old stone building by
approximately 4m and 2m respectively. While the existing building is located within
1.2m of the road it is in excess of 5.5m from the burn, the proposed storage building
would be sited with the south eastern corner only 1.3m from the burn and the north
western corner 1.4m from the road. The proposal results in a cramped appearance
with a building overly large for the landscape characteristics of is locality.

52.

The applicant has advised that the size of the storage building has been determined
by the size of the machinery to be stored within it which includes items longer than
6.10m. Whilst this rationalises the scale of the storage building proposed it does not
justify its position within the landscape. The applicants have advised that alternative
sites within their ownership have been considered but that they would not be suitable.
An alternative site was discussed during a site meeting, but the applicants have
provided no site specific evidence why this location would not be suitable. The
Landscape Officer has stated that the proposal would constitute inappropriate
development which will have adverse landscape impacts due to the design, form, scale
and appearance of the proposed and will appear incongruous in its setting and out of
keeping with the character of the area.

53.

The application site is readily visible in its immediate locality within the AONB to users
of both the neighbouring road and PROW. The proposal would replace an existing
small building of agricultural character with a considerably larger structure with a more
industrial character which would appear to be cramped in the landscape thus
increasing its visual prominence. It’s design and siting would result in a detrimental
impact on the intrinsic character and beauty of the locality and would neither conserve
nor enhance the landscape or scenic beauty of the AONB. It is therefore considered
that the proposal would result in unacceptable harm to the character of the landscape
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and the AONB and is contrary to Part 15 of the NPPF, Policies 10(l), 38 and 39 of the
County Durham Plan.
Impact on the non-designated heritage asset and design
54.

The NPPF, paragraph 203 states that the effect of an application on the significance
of non-designated heritage assets should be taken into account when determining
applications and balanced judgement of the scale of harm or loss is required. This is
supported by Policy 44 of the County Durham Plan which requires developments to
sustain the significance of non-designated heritage assets and their setting. In
addition, Policy 29 of the County Durham Plan requires development to contribute
positively to an area’s character, identity, heritage significance and landscape
features. Policy 10 sets out design principles for development in the countryside in
terms of siting, scale and design in line with Policy 29.

55.

The proposed storage building would be located approximately 17m to the south of an
existing old stone building. The Design and Conservation Officer has advised that this
building is considered to be a non-designated heritage asset (NDHA) both in its own
right and as part of the wider mill complex which sits in an attractive waterside location
due to its former use. The NDHA is a relatively intact example of a building dating from
at least 1860 identified on an 1860 OS plan as a corn mill. As such the significance of
both the building and its setting should be protected under Policy 44.

56.

The existing building is in poor condition but was previously small scale with a dual
pitched roof clad in black corrugated sheets with wooden cladding to the road frontage.
The proposed storage building would have a more industrial quality with a mono pitch
roof with large double sliding doors. The original design of the withdrawn application
included sheet cladding to all sides of the building and access doors. The current
submission includes the use of recycled sheeting to the roof, eastern, northern and
southern elevations and timber cladding to the western elevation and sliding double
doors. Whilst the change in materials is welcomed it does not override the concerns
raised previously with regard to the siting and scale of the building and its overall
character.

57.

The proposal would introduce a large building of industrial character into the setting of
the NDHA. As set out above, the building would appear cramped and incongruous at
this location given the existing landscape characteristics. It would occupy a dominant
and prominent position adjacent to the road and PROW which would detract from the
NDHA. Given its scale and design it is considered that it would not enhance the
heritage significance or identity of the locality as a historic mill complex. The Design
and Conservation Officer has stated that at its current scale and design the proposal
cannot be supported as a result of this impact.

58.

The introduction of the building of this design, scale and siting would result in a
negative change in the overall character of the landscape and specifically the
functional character of this location by the watercourse as part of historic mill activity.
It is considered that the introduction of the proposed storage building at this location
would result in harm to the setting of a non-designated heritage asset contrary to Part
16 of the NPPF and Policies 10(l), 29 and 44 of the County Durham Plan.

Flood Risk
59.

The application site is located within 1.3m of the Horsleyhope Burn to the east of the
proposed building and within Flood Zone 3 (High Risk) as defined by the Environment
Agency Flood map. The applicant has provided a flood risk assessment for the
proposed works which advises that the building can be built to allow the passage of
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water should a flooding event occur. The Environment Agency has raised no objection
to the proposal subject to the inclusion of a condition to ensure that the
recommendation of the flood risk assessment is implemented prior to the occupation
of the building and its retention and maintenance for the lifetime of the development.
It is therefore considered that the proposal is in accordance with Part 14 of the NPPF
and Policy 35 of the County Durham Plan.
Impact on the Public Right of Way
60.

The Public Right of Way (Muggleswick Footpath 1) is located immediately south west
of the proposed building. It is not proposed to disturb the surface of the footpath or
prevent access. The Rights of Way Officer has raised no objection to the proposal
subject conditions to ensure that access is maintained and that surface water from the
building does not impact the surface of the footpath. Both requirements can be
controlled by condition. It is therefore considered that the proposal is in accordance
with Policy 26 of the County Durham Plan.

Residential Amenity
61.

The nearest residential property to the proposed storage building is within the
applicants’ ownership. The next nearest properties are in excess of 200m. Given the
distance between the application site and neighbouring properties and the nature of
the proposed use of the storage building it is considered that the proposal would not
result in a detrimental impact on residential amenity in accordance with Policy 31 of
the County Durham Plan.

CONCLUSION
62.

The application is for the replacement of an existing small-scale building with a
purpose-built storage building to support an existing agricultural enterprise. The
proposed building would be significantly larger than the current building and would be
located within a visually prominent location within the North Pennines AONB and within
the setting of a NDHA with its significance associated with its landscape position
adjacent to the neighbouring Horsleyhope Burn.

63.

Whilst the principle of a replacement building is supported and subject to condition,
would be acceptable in terms of flood risk, rights of way and residential amenity, it is
considered that due to its siting, design and scale the proposal would be inappropriate
development at this location which would result in an adverse impact on the landscape
and scenic beauty of the AONB and harm the significance of the setting of the NDHA.
Overall, the application is contrary to Parts 15 and 16 of the NPPF and Policies 10(l),
29, 38, 39 and 44 of the County Durham Plan.

RECOMMENDATION
That the application be REFUSED for the following reasons:
1.

The proposed storage building would be inappropriate in respect of its siting, scale and
design resulting in an unduly prominent feature in the landscape. The proposal fails to
protect or enhance the valued landscape within the Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. The proposal would therefore result in unacceptable harm to the character,
quality and distinctiveness of the local landscape scenic beauty of the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty contrary to Part 15 of the NPPF and Policies 10(l), 38 and
39 of the Country Durham Plan.
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2.

The proposal would result in a building which would appear visually prominent and
incongruous within its locality given its scale, siting and design thereby resulting in
harm to the significance of the setting of the non-designated heritage asset contrary
to Policies 10(l), 29 and 44 of the County Durham Plan.

STATEMENT OF PROACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
In accordance with Article 35(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015, the Local Planning Authority has, without
prejudice to a fair and objective assessment of the proposals, issues raised and
representations received, sought to work with the applicant in a positive and proactive manner
with the objective of delivering high quality sustainable development to improve the
economic, social and environmental conditions of the area in accordance with the NPPF.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
The National Planning Policy Framework (revised 2018)
National Planning Practice Guidance Notes
Durham County Plan 2020
Statutory, internal and public consultation responses
Submitted forms, plans and supporting documents
North Pennines AONB Management Plan
North Pennines AONB Building Design Guide
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Planning Services

This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with
the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her
Majesty’s Stationary Office © Crown copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and
may lead to prosecution or civil proceeding.
Durham County Council Licence No. 100022202 2005
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Demolition of timber frame and replace with steel
frame under corrugated iron single pitched roof with
recycled corrugated iron and timber boarding side
cladding for the storage of agricultural machinery
used in conjunction with the existing livestock farm.
Application Number DM/21/03035/FPA
Comments

Date 25 November 2021

Scale NTS

Agenda Item 5d

Planning Services

COMMITTEE REPORT
APPLICATION DETAILS
APPLICATION NO:
FULL APPLICATION
DESCRIPTION:
NAME OF APPLICANT:
ADDRESS:
ELECTORAL DIVISION:
CASE OFFICER:

DM/21/03374/FPA
Two storey side extension with loft conversion to
include a dormer window (Re-submission of
DM/21/01379/FPA)
Mr D Kumar
21 Rickleton Avenue, Chester-le-Street, DH3 4AW
North Lodge
Gemma Heron
Planning Officer
Telephone: 03000 263944
gemma.heron@durham.gov.uk

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND PROPOSALS
The Site
1.

The application site is a semi-detached property set prominently at the entrance to a
residential estate in Chester-le-Street. The property is located on the corner of Rickleton
Avenue and Camperdown Avenue when entering the estate from Blind Lane. The front of
the site has a spacious garden enclosed by a low-level wall to the front and side to have
an open frontage. To the rear of the site is an existing driveway area that takes up a
significant part of the rear garden.
The Proposal

2.

This application seeks full planning permission for a two-storey side extension with a loft
conversion to include a dormer window which is the re-submission of recently approved
application DM/21/01379/FPA. The proposal will be constructed from materials to match
the main house.

3.

The material planning differences between the recently approved DM/21/01379/FPA
application and this current application, is that the originally approved hipped roof
arrangement has been replaced with a gable style roof and a first-floor bay window to the
front elevation is proposed with a window design to match the existing property. All other
aspects of the proposal have planning approval under application DM/21/01379/FPA.

4.

This application is being considered by committee at the request of a Local County
Councillor.

PLANNING HISTORY
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5.

DM/17/02489/FPA. Two storey extension to side. Approved 18th September 2017.

6.

DM/20/02945/FPA. Loft conversion to create an additional bedroom above the approved
extension DM/17/02489/FPA change of roof style to accommodate additional bedroom.
Refused. 13th January 2021.

7.

DM/21/01379/FPA. Two storey side extension with loft conversion to include a dormer
window (Re-submission of DM/20/02945/FPA). Approved. 25th June 2021.

PLANNING POLICY
NATIONAL POLICY
8.

The following elements of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are considered
relevant to this proposal:

9.

NPPF Part 2 - Achieving sustainable development. The purpose of the planning system
is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development and therefore at the heart
of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. It defines the role of
planning in achieving sustainable development under three overarching objectives –
economic, social and environmental, which are interdependent and need to be pursued
in mutually supportive ways. The application of the presumption in favour of sustainable
development for plan-making and decision-taking is outlined.

10.

NPPF Part 4 - Decision-making. Local planning authorities should approach decisions on
proposed development in a positive and creative way. They should use the full range of
planning tools available, including brownfield registers and permission in principle, and
work proactively with applicants to secure developments that will improve the economic,
social and environmental conditions of the area. Decision-makers at every level should
seek to approve applications for sustainable development where possible.

11.

NPPF Part 9 – Promoting sustainable transport. Encouragement should be given to
solutions which support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and reduce congestion.
Developments that generate significant movement should be located where the need to
travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport modes maximised.

12.

NPPF Part 12 Achieving Well-Designed Places. The Government attaches great
importance to the design of the built environment, with good design a key aspect of
sustainable development, indivisible from good planning.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planning-policy-framework

NATIONAL PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE:
13.

The Government has consolidated a number of planning practice guidance notes,
circulars and other guidance documents into a single Planning Practice Guidance Suite.
This document provides planning guidance on a wide range of matters. Of particular
relevance to this application is the practice guidance with regards to; air quality; historic
environment; design process and tools; determining a planning application; flood risk;
healthy and safe communities; land affected by contamination; housing and economic
development needs assessments; housing and economic land availability assessment;
light pollution; natural environment; neighbourhood planning; noise; open space, sports
and recreation facilities, public rights of way and local green space; planning obligations;
travel plans, transport assessments and statements; use of planning conditions; and;
water supply, wastewater and water quality.
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance
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LOCAL PLAN POLICY:
The County Durham Plan
14.

Policy 21 Delivering Sustainable Transport states that all development shall deliver
sustainable transport by (in part) ensuring that any vehicular traffic generated by new
development, following the implementation of sustainable transport measures, can be
safely accommodated on the local and strategic highway network and does not cause an
unacceptable increase in congestions or air pollution and that severe congestion can be
overcome by appropriate transport improvements.

15.

Policy 29 Sustainable Design Requires all development proposals to achieve well
designed buildings and places having regard to SPD advice and sets out detailed criteria
which sets out that where relevant development is required to meet including; making a
positive contribution to an areas character and identity; provide adaptable buildings;
minimise greenhouse gas emissions and use of non-renewable resources; providing high
standards of amenity and privacy; contributing to healthy neighbourhoods; providing
suitable landscape proposals; provide convenient access for all users; adhere to the
Nationally Described Space Standards (subject to transition period).

16.

Policy 31 Amenity and Pollution Sets out that development will be permitted where it can
be demonstrated that there will be no unacceptable impact, either individually or
cumulatively, on health, living or working conditions or the natural environment and that
they can be integrated effectively with any existing business and community facilities.
Development will not be permitted where inappropriate odours, noise, vibration and other
sources of pollution cannot be suitably mitigated against, as well as where light pollution
is not suitably minimised. Permission will not be granted for sensitive land uses near to
potentially polluting development. Similarly, potentially polluting development will not be
permitted near sensitive uses unless the effects can be mitigated.

CONSULTATION AND PUBLICITY RESPONSES
STATUTORY RESPONSES:
17.

Highways: No objections.

PUBLIC RESPONSES:
18.

A total of seven representations have been received in response to the consultation
exercise involving individual letters and a site notice. Of these, all seven are letter of
objection.

19.

The main reasons for objection are summarised below:







The exterior of the property remains unfinished and not as the plan.
The roof colour does not match that of the adjoining semi which looks at odds with it
and is a glaring contrast. The development has made the existing host property roof
match the extension, rather than the extension match the existing roof which was
included as planning conditions on previous consents.
The application indicates that both the existing and proposed tiles are red and this is
misleading as the existing tiles are only red as 2017 planning condition was ignored
and the original tiles were taken off.
The roof is not built as the plan proposed.
The new roof on No.21 stops to the side of the shared chimney.
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There is fear that the proposal will result in a House of Multiple Occupation (HMO) in
the future and would like to see a planning condition used to prevent this.
The layout of the proposal results in overlooking and loss of privacy leading to a loss
of value.
2017 planning approval did not contain any proposal for a gable end roof; it proposed
a hipped roof and a gable end roof has been built on the property which is at odds with
the surrounding roof styles.
The ongoing unauthorised works on the site and disregard for planning controls.
The level of No.21 roof is now higher than the existing roof of No.19 and the difference
has been filled by a black material. This has resulted in the guttering of the two
properties being out of line.
None of the four planning applications relating to the property included the removal of
the bay windows from the host property and they had been removed from the site
resulting in a flat front to the host property and ugly contrast to adjoining neighbour.
However, it appears the applicant has been told to re-instate these, but they have
remained incomplete for months and result in an unbalanced property.
The extension currently has a small second-floor window in the unauthorised gable
wall.
The application approved in June 2021 contained a condition that the work needs to
be started within three years of the date of the approval and this condition is not
needed as works had already started. This approval included a condition requiring all
external building works should be completed within 12 months. These two conditions
appear to contradict each other.
If the applicant is not able to accept the Local Planning Authority’s refusal, is it not time
they submitted an appeal?
The Highways Authority commented that if the development increases the bedrooms
to five, the number of parking provisions would need to be addressed.
The reason for refusal of DM/20/02845/FPA still applies to this proposal.

APPLICANT’S STATEMENT:
20.

There is no denying that the proposal before Members of the Planning Committee is for a
large extension however the room layout and the bulk of the extension has already been
approved under planning application DM/21/01379/FPA. The differences between the
approved scheme and the proposal before you are:



the inclusion of a bay window on the front elevation at first floor which has been
included to harmonise with the first-floor bay window of main house and the
adjoining semi-detached property No. 19 Rickleton Avenue; and
the change from a hipped roof to a gable roof.

21.

The change in roof is the contentious detail. It is understood that the case officer has
concerns with regard to the visual appearance of the proposed development. However,
the adjoining property No. 19 has a large double width extension to accommodate a
double garage and large first floor extension which is substantially wider than the proposal
before you. Whilst the roof is of a different style to that proposed it should be noted that
for many years the pair of semi-detached properties were unsymmetrical due to the
existence of such a dominance extension when the application site had none – yet this
was not considered to unbalance the pair of semi-detached properties.

22.

It is also noted that there are a multitude of house types within the area, with different roof
designs of properties and their extensions.

23.

It is respectfully requested that the Committee supports the proposal and approves the
planning application.
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The above is not intended to list every point made and represents a summary of the comments received on this
application. The full written text is available for inspection on the application file which can be viewed at
https://publicaccess.durham.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=P8X9C0GDL8J00

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS AND ASSESSMENT
24.

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 sets out that if regard
is to be had to the development plan, decisions should be made in accordance with the
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. In accordance with
advice within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the policies contained
therein are material considerations that should be taken into account in decision making.
Other material considerations include representations received. In this context, it is
considered that the main planning issues in this instance relate to principle of the
development, highway safety and access, layout and design, and residential amenity.

The Development Plan
25.

Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be determined in
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
The NPPF is a material planning consideration. The County Durham Plan (CDP) is the
statutory development plan and the starting point for determining applications as set out
in the Planning Act and reinforced at Paragraph 12 of the NPPF. The CDP was adopted
in October 2020 and provides the policy framework for the County up until 2035.

Site Background
26.

Firstly, there have been several planning applications on the site in recent years and it is
important to outline the key aspects of this for Members.

27.

In 2017, a planning application (DM/17/02489/FPA) was submitted and approved for a
two-storey side extension to the property which included a hipped roof. This included a
planning condition to secure the materials to be used for the development to match the
existing host property. No alterations to the roof space were proposed under this approval.

28.

Consequently, in 2020 a further application was submitted (DM/20/02945/FPA) for a loft
conversion to create an additional bedroom above the approved extension
DM/17/0289/FPA change of roof style to accommodate the additional bedroom. This
application proposed an additional floor to the property, a gable roof feature, a first floor
and second floor window in the side elevation. However, this application was refused on
15th January 2021 for the following reason:

29.

‘The application and current building works involving a further roof extension in the form
of a plain gable, along with other built detail changes, have resulted in an overly dominant,
unbalanced and visually intrusive addition to the existing dwelling and approved extension
to the properties which occupies a prominent location. The proposal is contrary to the
aims of Policy 29 and 31 of the County Durham Plan; County Durham’s Residential
Amenity Standards Supplementary Planning Document and Part 12 of the National
Planning Policy Framework.’
The proposal, as is constructed on site today, has been built to these plans and is
unauthorised in nature.

30.

Following the refusal of the above application, the applicant re-submitted the proposal
under planning application DM/21/01379/FPA for a two-storey side extension with loft
conversion to include a dormer window. This application included a loft conversion
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through a hipped-roof style, one first-floor side elevation window, and one rear dormer
window. During the application, the unauthorised works as proposed under
DM/20/02945/FPA had been carried out on the site and the entire roof of the original
property had been re-tiled. The change in the roof tiles had been undertaken and was
considered under DM/21/01379/FPA and it was deemed to be acceptable as there are
other examples in the street scene where the roof tiles have been replaced. This
application included the following planning condition:
31.

‘Within 12 months from the date of this approval, all of the external building works shall
be fully completed in accordance with ‘Proposed Elevations’ Drawing Number: 2100203A received by the Local Planning Authority on 23rd June 2021.’

32.

This secures that all of the unauthorised external building work will need to be rectified to
be in accordance with the approved plans of the most recent approval by 25th June 2022
in order to address the unauthorised development on the site.

33.

Finally, the current application before Members seeks planning permission for a twostorey side extension and a loft conversion to include a dormer window. However, the
main difference between the current application (DM/21/03374/FPA) and the previously
approved (DM/01379/FPA) is the gable roof and the inclusion of a first-floor bay window
to the front elevation. All other aspects of the proposal have planning approval under
application DM/21/01379/FPA.

Principle of the Development
34.

The application site is an existing residential property within a residential area. The
proposal relates to alterations to the existing dwelling house and therefore, the principle
of the development is established on the site and does not need to be considered further.

Highways Safety and Access
35.

Policy 21 of the CDP outlines that development should not be prejudicial to highway safety
or have a severe cumulative impact on network capacity. It also expects developments to
deliver well designed pedestrian routes and sufficient cycle and car parking provision.
Similarly, Policy 29 advocates that convenient access is made for all users of the
development together with connections to existing cycle and pedestrian routes.
Specifically, the NPPF sets out at Paragraph 110 that safe and suitable access should be
achieved for all people. In addition, Paragraph 111 of the NPPF states that development
should only be refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative impacts on
development are severe.

36.

The Council’s Highways Officer has been consulted as part of the application and has no
objections to the proposal. Therefore, the application is considered to accord with Policy
21 of the County Durham Plan in relation to highway safety.

Layout and Design
37.

Policy 29 of the CDP outlines that development proposals should contribute positively to
an area’s character, identity, heritage significance, townscape and landscape features,
helping to create and reinforce locally distinctive and sustainable communities. In addition,
it advises that proposals for alterations and extensions to residential properties should
ensure development is sympathetic to the existing building(s) and the character and
appearance of the area in terms of design, scale, layout, roof design and materials. Policy
31 of the CDP states that proposal that result in visual dominance will not be permitted.
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38.

The Council’s Residential Amenity Standards Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
states under Paragraph 2.12 that the roof pitch and design should reflect that of the host
dwelling. It continues to explain under Paragraph 2.15 that dormer windows should not
be so larger that they dominate the roof and should be of a scale that is in keeping with
the property. It states extensions into the roof space should respect the original roof and
should be appropriately proportioned and positioned in respect of the eaves and the ridge
so as not to detract from the original form of the building. Extensions into the roof space
should be designed to incorporate the design features and materials of the original
dwelling.

39.

Parts 12 and 15 of the NPPF also seek to promote good design, while protecting and
enhancing local environments. Paragraph 130 of the NPPF also states that planning
decisions should aim to ensure developments function well and add to the overall quality
of the area and establish a strong sense of place, using streetscapes and buildings to
create attractive and comfortable places to live, work and visit.

40.

The application site is located within a prominent position at the entrance of the housing
estate, being on a corner plot of Rickleton Avenue and Camperdown Avenue when
entering from Blind Lane. The area is characterised by semi-detached properties with a
mix of hipped and gable feature roofs. This includes extensions at No.15 and No.19
Rickleton Avenue where it can be noted that the hipped roof design of the original dwelling
has been replicated within their extension to create well-designed extension respecting
the character of the area. It is acknowledged that there is a property with a vertical gable
to its front elevation within the vicinity of the site, but most houses in the vicinity have a
hipped style roof as an original feature. This leads to the character of the area being
dominated by hipped roofs.

41.

The application proposes a gable roof as opposed to the previously approved hipped roof,
(DM/17/02489/FPA and DM/21/01379/FPA) which is the one of the two material planning
changes proposed under the current application compared to DM/21/01379/FPA. All other
aspects of the development match schemes which have planning approval. It is
considered that the introduction of the gable feature roof in this corner plot position results
in an overly dominant, unbalanced and visually intrusive addition to the existing dwelling
in a prominent position causing harm to the character and appearance of the area. The
gable roof feature does not respect the original roof design and detracts from the original
built form of the building. It therefore does not comply with Policy 29 and 31 of the County
Durham Plan, the Council’s Residential Amenity Standards SPD nor Part 12 of the NPPF.

42.

Concerns have been raised by local residents in relation to the roof tiles which have been
used for the development on the site as it is the original roof tiles of the property have
been entirely replaced to match the existing extension. Planning approval
DM/17/02489/FPA did include Condition 3 which read: ‘Notwithstanding the details shown
on the submitted application, the external building materials to be used shall match the
existing building in terms of colour, texture and size’. The change in the roof tiles was
considered under DM/21/01379/FPA and it was deemed to be acceptable as there are
other examples in the street scene where the roof tiles have been replaced.

43.

The proposal also includes a first-floor bay window to the front elevation of the two-storey
side extension which is a welcomed amendment to the scheme compared to the
previously approved. The first-floor bay window would be in-keeping with the current
design of the proposal. However, this amendment is not considered to outweigh the harm
the gabled roof design causes to the overall design of the property in the planning balance.

44.

Overall, the changes to the development compared to the approved DM/21/01379/FPA
result in a roof-style which is overly dominant, unbalanced and is a visually intrusive
addition to the existing dwelling. It causes harm to the character and appearance of the
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area and does not respect the original roof design. The proposal therefore does not accord
with Policy 29 and 31 of the County Durham Plan, the Council’s Residential Amenity
Standards SPD nor Part 12 of the NPPF.
Residential Amenity
45.

Policies 29 and 31 of the CDP outline that developments should provide high standards
of amenity and privacy, minimise the impact of development upon the occupants of
existing adjacent and nearby properties and not lead to unacceptable levels of pollution.
Policy 32 seeks to ensure that historic mining legacy and general ground conditions are
suitably addressed by new development.
A Residential Amenity Standards
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has also been adopted by the Council. The
aforementioned policies and SPD can be afforded significant weight. Parts 12 and 15 of
the NPPF, which require that a good standard of amenity for existing and future users be
ensured, whilst seeking to prevent both new and existing development from contributing
to, or being put at unacceptable risk from, unacceptable levels of pollution.

46.

The site is surrounded by residential properties; to the east the property adjoins 19
Rickleton Avenue, to the west is several properties along Camperdown Avenue and to
the immediate south is 16 Camperdown Avenue.

47.

The proposal is not considered to have any significant impact upon the amenity of 19
Rickleton Avenue as the works are located to the western section of the dwelling, away
from the shared boundary.

48.

In relation to 16 Camperdown Avenue, there is an existing separation distance between
the two properties of approximately 10 metres from the two-storey extension of the
application site and the single storey garage in place at No.16. This existing separation
distance between the properties will remain and the rear dormer window will have an
outlook over the application site’s immediate parking area and the driveway of No.16 due
to the orientation of the two properties. Therefore, the proposal is not considered to cause
harm to the residential amenity of 16 Camperdown Avenue.

49.

Overall, the proposal would not result in significant adverse effects on the amenity of the
surrounding occupiers and is considered to comply with Policy 31 of the County Durham
Plan.

Other Matters
50.

Letters of objection have raised concerns with the possibility of the site being used as
House of Multiple Occupation (HMO) which falls under the C4 Use Class. However, the
application does not propose the change of use of the dwelling (C3) to an HMO and
therefore, this does not form part of a material planning consideration in the determination
of the application. The Local Planning Authority cannot impose planning conditions onto
development which are not considered to be reasonable, necessary, enforceable,
relevant to planning and precise. In this case, imposing a condition preventing the site
becoming an HMO in unreasonable and unnecessary as such a change of use would
require planning permission in its own right.

51.

The Council notes with concern that the work included in this application commenced prior
to permission being granted, while this practice is most inadvisable, it is at the owner’s
risk to undertake any such works before a decision has been made. The most recent
planning approval (DM/21/01379/FPA) includes the following condition: “Within 12 months
from the date of this approval, all of the external building works shall be fully completed in
accordance with ‘Proposed Elevations’ Drawing Number: 21002-03A received by the
Local Planning Authority on 23rd June 2021.” This secures that all of the unauthorised
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external building work will need to be rectified to be in accordance with the approved plans
of the most recent approval by 25th June 2022 in order to address the unauthorised
development on the site. This condition would remain in place to be adhered to.

CONCLUSION
52.

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 sets out that planning
applications be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

53.

In summary, the application site is located in a visually prominent residential location and
the resultant gable roof is an overly dominant, unbalanced and visually intrusive addition
to the host dwelling. It is considered to cause harm to the character and appearance of
the area and is not sympathetic to the existing building. Therefore, the proposal fails to
accord with Policy 29 and 31 of the County Durham Plan; the Council’s Residential
Amenity Standards Supplementary Document and Part 12 of the National Planning Policy
Framework. The application is accordingly recommended for refusal.

RECOMMENDATION
That the application be REFUSED for the following reasons
1.

The proposal, including the gable roof, results in an overly dominant, unbalanced and
visually intrusive addition to the existing dwelling in a prominent residential area. The
proposal causes harm to the character and appearance of the area and is not
sympathetic to the existing building. The proposal is contrary to Policy 29 and 31 of
the County Durham Plan; the Council’s Residential Amenity Standards Supplementary
Document and Part 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework.

STATEMENT OF PROACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
54.

In accordance with Article 35(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015, the Local Planning Authority has, without
prejudice to a fair and objective assessment of the proposals, issues raised and
representations received, sought to work with the applicant in a positive and proactive
manner with the objective of delivering high quality sustainable development to improve
the economic, social and environmental conditions of the area in accordance with the
NPPF.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Submitted application form, plans, supporting documents and subsequent information
provided by the applicant:
Statutory, internal and public consultation responses
The National Planning Policy Framework
National Planning Practice Guidance Notes
County Durham Plan
Residential Amenity Standards Supplementary Planning Document
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Planning Services

This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material
with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of
Her majesty’s Stationary Office © Crown copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown
copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil
proceeding.
Durham County Council Licence No. 100022202
2005
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